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NOTE 

TH (Two-Hand) 

designation will start to 

replace ‘SPEY’ 

 

ROD ACTION INDEX 

MEDIUM ACTION 

‘Drift’ Fly Rod, Finesse Trout, Finesse Glass, Bug Launcher ‘Youth’ Rods & Deer Creek Spey Rods 

 

MEDIUM-FAST ACTION 

NXT Series, Blue Ribbon, Professional II Series, Axiom II Switch & Professional II TH 

 

FAST ACTION 

LK Legacy, Stealth, Axiom II, Axiom II—X, Impact, BVK Spey & Bluewater SG 

 

EXTRA-FAST ACTION 

BC Big Fly 

 

 

TRADITIONAL ACTION 

Preferred for precision casting at short distances. 

 

MEDIUM ACTION 

An extremely versatile action for a variety of casting strokes. 

 

MEDIUM-FAST ACTION / FAST ACTION 

Both actions are useful for developing high line speeds. Choice 

between the two is a matter of personal casting preference & ability. 

TM 
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BC BIG FLY 

Extra-Fast Action | Freshwater | Saltwater 

 

Designed in conjunction with Advisory Staffer Blane Chocklett, the BC Big Fly rod is the perfect tool to deliver the biggest flies to the 

meanest fish. 

 

We used our highest modulus material and Axiom technology to redefine performance in an extremely powerful fly rod. Unlike other 

“stiff” rods, the BC Big Fly delivers both the energy necessary for long casts as well as 

incredible tracking and recovery, resulting in superior accuracy at distance. BC Big Fly 

Rod will handle flies from three to 12+ inches. 

 

The BC Big Fly features a modified, composite cork full-wells grip and an extended, 

IGFA-compliant fighting butt for picking up and casting large, Game Changer style flies 

and heavy lines. This extended grip also helps anglers better execute the circular or 

figure-eight style of moving a fly near the surface. 

 

Big fish put a toll on fly rods. That is why we utilized the highest quality Black Pearl 

RECOIL guides by REC and ultra-lightweight black single-foot snake guides on the BC 

Big Fly. All rods also feature a built-in hook keeper and an engraved Game Changer 

style fly logo on the reel seat. 

 

BC Big Fly rods come in a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

 

MODEL LINE  GRAIN WEIGHT LENGTH PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO BF 908-4C 8 wt. 250-350 gr.  9’0” 4 pc. 5.2 oz. 

TFO BF 9010-4C 10 wt. 350-450 gr.  9’0” 4 pc. 5.5 oz. 

TFO BF 9012-4C 12 wt. 450-500 gr.  9’0” 4 pc. 5.8 oz. 
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MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO LKL 803-4C 8’0” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 2.7 oz.  

TFO LKL 864-4C 8’6” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 oz.  

TFO LKL 904-4C 9’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 oz.  

TFO LKL 905-4C 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.1 oz.  

TFO LKL 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz.  

TFO LKL 966-4C 9’6” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 4.0 oz.  

TFO LKL 907-4C 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.8 oz.  

TFO LKL 967-4C 9’6” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 4.0 oz.  

TFO LKL 908-4C 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 4.1 oz.  

TFO LKL 1005-4C 10’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.9 oz. 

TFO LKL 1006-4C 10’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 4.1 oz. 

TFO LKL 1008-4C 10’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 4.6 oz. 

All TFO LK Legacy fly rods include: TFO 4 piece cloth rod sock and TFO rod tube. 

The LK Legacy series pays homage to TFO’s founding rod designer Lefty Kreh by incorporating all his wisdom in the creation of the 

ultimate “big water” trout rod for intermediate to advanced anglers. Whether casting dries, nymphs, or streamers, the LK Legacy’s 

perfect tracking and a crisp, smooth recovery make them very powerful and responsive. LK Legacy series lighter line weights will easily 

protect 5x tippet when fishing to highly selective trout. The mid to heavier line weights are excellent for windy conditions or distance 

casting as they are designed to efficiently generate high line speed and very tight loops. The combination of light-weight and durability 

make these rods perfect to fish from first light to sundown in the high mountain west where conditions can include wind and big water. 

 

The LK Legacy is constructed with high modulus carbon fiber material and finished in a matte grey color. Componentry includes fully 

anodized up-locking reel seats with angled hoods and braided carbon fiber inserts. Black frame, stainless steel stripping guides and 

anodized, double-foot, stainless-steel snake guides provide durability and minimize weight. The Flor grade full cork grips are 

comfortably contoured and uniquely contrasted. From a delicate 3-weight to the very popular 8-weight, 13 models allow the LK Legacy 

series to perfectly match a broad range of conditions, techniques, and species. All models feature alignment dots color-coded by line 

weight and LK Legacy rods come packaged in a labeled rod sock and a TFO rod tube. 

 

The LK Legacy series puts unsurpassed power and responsiveness in the hands of the freshwater angler. Combined with TFO’s lifetime 

warranty, these rods are the perfect choice for the wide-open space of broad rivers and other big water worldwide. Fish the Original.™ 

REMOVED:  
906-FB 

TFO ROD & REEL CASES 

See page 43 
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TFO ‘DRIFT’ ROD 

 

A UNIQUE 4 — 6 PIECE 3 WEIGHT 

The Drift – engineered to be the definitive nymph fly rod by combining a perfectly balanced light-to-the-hand feel with ultra-sensitivity 

and brilliant situational versatility. 

 

Fly anglers have evolved nymph fishing to a level requiring a rod uniquely able 

to meet the competitive demands of tight-line tactics such as Czech, Polish and 

French styles. In response, TFO Advisor Jason Randall, design coordinator, 

challenged us to create stripping guides that would allow one to add one or 

more sections without un-stringing line, leader and flies. A big challenge but we 

did it… and have patented a guide that Lefty called one of the greatest 

innovations he has seen in the last 50 years. Rod length can be changed on 

stream in a matter of seconds and a reel with a couple of spare spools carrying a 

WF3, a nymphing setup, and micro spey heads and you are well armed for any 

challenge you might face. 

 

The Drift Rod is designed to be light in overall weight, fast damping and well balanced as we used a mixture of our highest modulus 

carbon fiber along with a down-locking reel seat and removable weighted fighting butt. You can further fine tune balance with 3/8th 

inch ID washers – depending on the weight of your reel. The tip is ultra-sensitive allowing one to distinguish between a subtle take and a 

bottom tick with a soft tipped action that protects the very light tippets often needed to sustain a competitive drift and remain invisible to 

selective trout. 

 

Presentation is key to successful tight-line nymph fishing and rod length can be critical to keeping multiple flies in the strike zone. For 

this reason, the Drift can be fished as a traditional 9’ 4-piece 3-weight, or effortlessly converts to 10’, 11’ 3” or, amazingly, 12’ 3”.  Our 

patented stripping guides allow the Drift to be lengthened by one or more additional sections without ever unstringing line, leader or 

flies. So from traditional 3 weight lines to the tight line nymphing techniques including French, Czech and Polish styles, you’ll make the 

“leader only” tuck casts with accuracy and ease – at any rod length. Finally, we included a 3 inch lower cork grip that replaces the 

weighted fighting butt –perfect for the new micro spey lines and techniques… just pick the optimal length for the environment and 

application. 

 

We believe this is the most innovative and versatile fly rod ever designed – thanks to Jason’s help. There are virtually no trout fishing 

environments were the selection of conversion options will prove less than superb for presentation to the most selective of trout. The 

DRIFT rod also bridges the gap between traditional Tenkara and fly rods with reels.  

 

The rod, including a full set of rod and butt section options, comes with a cloth rod sock and packaged in an aluminum rod case. 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES 

TFO DRIFT 9'/10'/11'3"/12'3"  3 WT. 4/5/6 

Drift Rod Weights  

9’ 4 pc. NFB = 3.4 oz. 

9’ 4pc. WFB = 4.5 oz.* 

10’ 5pc. WFB = 4.9 oz.* 

11’3” 5pc. WFB = 5.5 oz.* 

12’3” 6pc. WFB = 5.6 oz.* 

*Reduce by .3 oz. for lower grip 
TFO DRIFT ROD HANDLE & FIGHTING BUTTS 

TFO PATENTED DRIFT STRIPPING GUIDE 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  
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The Stealth series was designed by TFO National Advisor Jason Randall specifically for European, high-stick and tight-line nymphing 

techniques that require drag-free drifts and ultra-sensitive strike detection. This rod series is engineered to powerfully deliver accurate 

multi-fly presentations yet to be extremely light and perfectly balanced as necessary for comfortable fishing and extreme sensitivity. Every 

decision in the creation of these rods has been driven by the goal of maximizing direct-contact fishing performance and, as a result, 

there is no better set of tools than the Stealth series if that is your focus. 

 

The Stealth series is constructed with high modulus carbon fiber material and is finished in a matte green color. Two models are 

available a 10’ 2-weight, weighing an incredibly light 2.8oz and a slightly longer 10’6” 3-weight offering slightly more reach and 

weighing 3.20oz. The series has down-locking machined aluminum reel seats and feature black single-foot stripping guides for weight 

savings and black single-foot snake guides. 

 

The Stealth series was designed with the singular goal of creating the most direct connection possible between fish and angler. Then we 

covered each one with TFO’s no-fault lifetime warranty against defects, making them perfect for the angler dedicated to the art of direct 

contact fishing. Fish the Original ™ 

MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO S 1002-4C 10’0” 2 Wt. 4 pc. 2.8 oz.  

TFO S 1063-4C 10’6” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 oz.  

 

All TFO Stealth fly rods include: TFO 4 piece cloth rod sock and TFO rod tube. 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  
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Rod design has always been a game of compromises…until now. Presentation, distance, and lifting are the three attributes by which all 

rods can be measured. Emphasis in one of these has always meant a deficiency in another. The new Impact™ fly rods, through an 

innovative fusion of fly rod functions designed to achieve the pinnacle of performance, have made this compromise a thing of the past. 

 

Impact™ fly rods are unbelievably smooth and powerful, loading and unloading with maximum efficiency affording an effortless feel 

and level of performance that will impress the most accomplished angler along with the easy loading fish-ability newer fly casters need. 

Their action, in conjunction with a unique combination of the latest materials, merges the attributes of all your favorite rods in such a 

way that there’s no trace of any of the familiar limitations you’ve had to put up with. Impact™ rods are designed to exceed every angler’s 

expectations with a level of excellence that will set new industry standards. That’s making an Impact. 

 

Each blank offers a very slim profile finished with our exclusive Tactical Series Stripping Guides and ultra-lightweight chromium-

impregnated stainless snake guides. Their reduced profile burl cork handles are both handsome and durable - plus they retain their 

superb feel under all fishing conditions. The handsome blanks are matte black with black thread wraps and emerald trim. Smoke-gray 

machined aluminum reel seats with gray carbon fiber inserts adorn the larger models with beautiful rosewood inserts on the lighter 

models. Includes: TFO 4pc cloth rod sock & cordura rod tube. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO IMPACT 804-4C 8’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 oz.  

TFO IMPACT 905-4C 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.3 oz.  

TFO IMPACT 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz. 

*TFO IMPACT 907-4C 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 4.6 oz.  

*TFO IMPACT 908-4C 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 4.6 oz.  

*TFO IMPACT 909-4C 9’0” 9 Wt. 4 pc. 4.8 oz.  

*TFO IMPACT 9010-4C 9’0” 10 Wt. 4 pc. 4.9 oz. 

 

*Comes with Fighting Butt  

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  

TFO ROD & REEL CASES 

See page 43 

TFO IMPACT FLY RODS  

 

 TFO'S TACTICAL GUIDES are high performance guides designed to withstand the most rigorous fishing conditions while providing 

the ultimate in weight savings. The guides feature super hard-chrome anodized, stainless steel inserts pressed into a machined, 

hard-anodized, stainless steel frame for extreme durability in both fresh and saltwater. 

 

TFO BURL CORK HANDLES 

 Burl Cork handles are made by combining different granule sizes and shapes of natural cork and a rubber mix, which are then 

formed together and shaped. It is simply a superior product which is not only attractive but extremely durable and very user 

friendly. You’ll find that when Burl Cork gets wet the traction between your hand and the cork grip actually increases. 

Rob
Strikeout
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The Blue Ribbon series is perfect for the freshwater angler who needs to effectively cover water with repeated casts over the course of the 

day. In these situations, the successful angler is the one whose fly is in the water the most. For this reason, the Blue Ribbon series is 

designed to load easily with minimal back cast allowing the angler to make quick accurate casts with very little effort. So, whether its 

casting indicators, or multi-fly rigs from a drift boat, or baitfish patterns to the bank all day the Blue Ribbon series is engineered to 

deliver cast after cast with ease. 

 

The Blue Ribbon series is constructed with intermediate modulus carbon fiber material and finished in a chestnut brown color with 

premium cork grips. The lightweight up-locking solid brushed aluminum reel seats include an integrated hook keeper and have carbon 

fiber inserts. The 11-rod series is finished with SiC stripping guides and ultra-lightweight chromium-impregnated stainless-steel snake 

guides. All models feature TFO’s line weight ID system on the handle and alignment dots color coded by line weight.  

 

The Blue Ribbon series is all about efficient casting when keeping the fly in the water is key. And when combined with TFO’s no-fault 

lifetime warranty against defects, these rods are the perfect choice for covering lots of water in search of your favorite freshwater 

species. Fish the Original ™ 

MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO BR 762-4C 7’6” 2 Wt. 4 pc. 2.4 oz.  

TFO BR 803-4C 8’0” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 2.6 oz.  

TFO BR 864-4C 8’6” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.8 oz.  

TFO BR 904-4C 9’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 oz.  

TFO BR 905-4C 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz.  

TFO BR 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.5 oz.  

TFO BR 906FB-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. F.B. 4 pc. 3.7 oz.  

TFO BR 907-4C 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.8 oz.  

TFO BR 1003-4C 10’0” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz.  

TFO BR 1004-4C 10’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz.  

TFO BR 1005-4C 10’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz.  

All TFO Blue Ribbon fly rods include: TFO 4 piece cloth rod sock and TFO rod tube. 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  
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MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO AX2 905-4C No Fighting Butt 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 oz.  

TFO AX2 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz.  

TFO AX2 907-4C 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz.  

TFO AX2 908-4C 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 3.5 oz.  

TFO AX2 909-4C 9’0” 9 Wt. 4 pc. 4.5 oz.  

TFO AX2 9010-4C 9’0” 10 Wt. 4 pc. 4.6 oz. 

TFO AX2 9012-4C 9’0” 12 Wt. 4 pc. 4.8 oz. 

All Axiom II fly rods include: fighting butt, TFO 4 piece cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

 

Easy to load (bend), and quick in unloading, which also insures 

accurate and true tracking. No bounce, shock and no wobble on the 

stop – AXIOM II rods are smooth and efficient casting tools.  

 

This is achieved through a proprietary process using a new lighter, stronger and higher modulus 

graphite along with Kevlar which is sandwiched between two layers of the carbon fiber pre-preg. 

This patented (US patent pending) process helps reduce the ovaling effect a rod blank 

experiences under load, creating an exceptionally smooth powerful rod with remarkable 

damping (tip bounce) qualities. The result is an ultra-high line speed with crisp, clean, 

accurate loops.  

 

So whether you plan to target big trout; salmon; steelhead; stripped bass; or 

bonefish; permit and tarpon in saltwater, the Axiom II series rods are an 

ideal choice. 

 

Each rod is fitted with our exclusive Tactical Series Stripping Guides and ultra-lightweight chromium-

impregnated stainless snake guides. The handsome translucent dark olive blanks are matched with olive thread wraps and flor grade 

cork grips that are comfortably contoured and uniquely contrasted. Smoke-gray machined aluminum reel seats adorn the 9-12 weight 

models with an olive woven carbon fibre graphite insert on the lighter 5-8 weight models. The new Axiom II rods now feature our reel 

seat alignment marker, making it quick and easy to mount your reel. 

TFO AXIOM II FLY RODS  

TFO AXIOM II 6wt. to 8wt. 

TFO AXIOM II 9wt. to 12wt. 

TFO AXIOM II 5wt. 

 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  

Rob
Strikeout
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MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT  

TFO AX2-X 905-4C 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 oz.  

TFO AX2-X 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz.  

TFO AX2-X 907-4C 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz.  

TFO AX2-X 908-4C 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 3.5 oz.  

TFO AX2-X 909-4C 9’0” 9 Wt. 4 pc. 4.3 oz.  

TFO AX2-X 9010-4C 9’0” 10 Wt. 4 pc. 4.5 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 9011-4C 9’0” 11 Wt. 4 pc. 4.5 oz. 

TFO AX2-X 9012-4C 9’0” 12 Wt. 4 pc. 4.5 oz. 

The Axiom II-X was designed for the intermediate to advanced fly angler seeking to maximize accuracy at distance. Based on the fast 

action of our renowned TiCr-X, we used our highest modulus material and Axiom technology to redefine performance in an extremely 

powerful fly rod. Unlike other “stiff” rods, the Axiom II-X delivers both the energy necessary for long casts and the incredible tracking 

and recovery which results in accuracy at distance. If it comes down to one cast, one perfect long cast, this is the fishing tool to do the 

job. 

 

TFO’s patented and exclusive Axiom technology embeds a double-helix of Kevlar within the blank. The superior tensile strength of the 

Kevlar acts to buttress the rod’s carbon fiber matrix in compression. The result is that Axiom series fly rods stabilize faster and smoother, 

absorb shock better and comfortably tolerate over-loading. The angler benefits because Axiom technology virtually eliminates the ability 

to over power the rod when casting. Bottom line – whether you carry more line in the air or push the rod to the limit, you won’t feel any 

mushiness - What you will feel is line ripping out of your hand as it launches. 

 

The Axiom II-X series is constructed with high modulus carbon fiber material and an embedded double-helix of Kevlar within the blank 

all finished in a satin sky blue. The series features premium quality cork handles with burl accents, anodized aluminum up-locking reel 

seats with carbon fiber inserts. All eight models feature alignment dots color coded by line weight, RECOIL guides by REC and ultra-

lightweight chromium-impregnated stainless-steel snake guides. All Axiom II-X rods are packaged in a labeled rod sock and rod tube. 

 

The Axiom II-X series delivers exceptional casting performance and efficiency that when combined with TFO’s lifetime warranty make 

them the perfect choice when distance and accuracy are the price of a life time trophy. 

TFO AXIOM II—X FLY RODS  

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  

 

IF YOU NEED LIFTING POWER 

THIS IS THE ROD FOR IT! 

REC RECOIL ADVANCED GUIDE TECHNOLOGY: Up to 3 times lighter; extremely wear resistant; flexible “Shape Memory” alloy;  

increased rod sensitivity; improves casting distance and absolutely rust proof. 

REC RECOIL GUIDE 

 

Rob
Strikeout
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 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  

TFO FINESSE GLASS SERIES FLY RODS  

Finesse Glass models are built with unidirectional S-Glass giving you all the benefits of traditional fiberglass rods – smooth, accurate 

and easy loading – without the extra weight of most traditional fiberglass rods.  They are a delight to fish on smaller waters and 

epitomize the series name “FINESSE”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TFO FINESSE GLASS SERIES™ 3 PIECE RODS  

TFO Finesse Glass rods have a Medium Action. 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT  PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO FTG7034-C 7’0” 3/4 Wt. 3 pc. 2.0 Oz. 

TFO FTG7645-C 7’6” 4/5 Wt. 3 pc. 2.4 Oz. 

TFO Finesse Glass rods come with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

TFO FINESSE TROUT SERIES FLY RODS  

 

We designed the Finesse Trout family for optimal presentation of small flies to finicky 

fish in spring creeks, small streams and tailwaters where light tippets are critical. Soft 

tips transition into a butt with the power to land the selectively feeding trophy trout 

without breaking off 6x tippet. Rod actions allow for all the technical casts to be made 

effortlessly, like roll casts, stack mending, and aerial mending strokes that keep your 

fly in the strike zone. 

 

Thanks to help from Lefty, Ed and Wanda, this family is new with upgraded 

components and materials that offer the same classic action with less overall weight.  

Recovery is better and they’ll pair nicely with one of our BVK reels. 

 

TFO FINESSE TROUT SERIES™ 4 PIECE RODS  

TFO Finesse Trout rods have a Medium Action. 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT  PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO FT732-C 7’3” 2 Wt. 4 pc. 2.5 Oz. 

TFO FT793-C 7’9” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 2.8 Oz. 

TFO FT794-C 7’9” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.8 Oz. 

TFO FT795-C 7’9” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 Oz. 

TFO Finesse Trout rods come with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 
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The Professional II Series are medium-fast and progressive action rods with smooth casting and are an incredible value. Traveling 

anglers can afford to take them as a backup, but often return with a new favorite. Cosmetics include matte black finished blanks and 

subtle gold logos. They feature alignment dots color coded by line weight, premium grade cork, and oversized stripper guides. Each rod 

comes with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO P2 763-4C 7’6” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 Oz. 

TFO P2 863-4C 8’6” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 Oz. 

TFO P2 804-4C 8’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 Oz. 

TFO P2 864-4C 8’6” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 Oz. 

TFO P2 904-4C 9’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.5 Oz. 

TFO P2 865-4C 8’6” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.7 Oz. 

TFO P2 905-4C 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.8 Oz. 

TFO P2 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.8 Oz. 

TFO P2 907-4C 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 4.3 Oz. 

TFO P2 908-4C 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 5.2 Oz. 

TFO P2 968-4C 9’6” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 5.3 Oz. 

TFO P2 909-4C 9’0” 9 Wt. 4 pc. 5.5 Oz. 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO P2 1005-4C 10’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 4.2 Oz. 

TFO P2 1006-4C 10’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 4.3 Oz. 

TFO P2 1007-4C 10’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 5.0 Oz. 

TFO P2 1008-4C 10’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 5.8 Oz. 

TFO PROFESSIONAL II SERIES 
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TFO PROFESSIONAL II TH 

Designed to provide exceptional two-handed fly rod performance at a price attractive to enquiring anglers. The performance of two-

handed rods available to folks interested in trying Spey casting has always lacked. Now Pro II successfully addresses the issue face on 

with a complete series of medium to medium-fast action rods each of which is engineered to allow users more fly line latitude, 

dramatically easing their two-handed cast learning curve. Pro II also allows anglers to side-step the “one-size-fits-all” issue by offering 

rods covering micro-Spey, traditional or classic Spey, and two-hand switch rods applicable to either East or West coasts. Core to TFO’s 

mission is the introduction and education of folks to fishing and Pro II is our number one recommendation for new two-handed fly 

anglers because it offers the most effective two-hand learning platform available. 

 

With a range of rods from an 11-foot micro-spey style 2/3 weight rod, to coastal switch rods, to an all-around 13-foot, 7/8 rod for any 

anadromous fish both on the east and west coast. The Professional II TH series are medium fast-action rods with a progressive taper 

that are smooth casting and powerful, yet forgiving. The Professional II TH series features high-end performance finished in away to be 

the envy on the river, while being easy on the bank account. All Professional II TH rods come with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod 

tube. 

 

MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT GRAIN WT. PIECES  WEIGHT  

TFO P211023-C 11’0” 2/3 Wt. 180-270 4 pc. 5.5 oz.  

TFO P211067-C 11’0” 6/7 Wt. 400-600 4 pc. 6.5 oz. 

TFO P211678-C 11’6” 7/8 Wt. 450-650 4 pc. 6.8 oz. 

TFO P212667-C 12’6” 6/7 Wt. 400-600 4 pc. 6.7 oz. 

TFO P213078-C 13’0” 7/8 Wt. 450-650 4 pc. 7.5 oz. 

TFO ROD & REEL CASES 

See page 43 

PLEASE SEE THE BACK OF THIS CATALOGUE FOR THE NEW TFO PROFESSIONAL 3 RODS & PACKAGES
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TFO DELUXE PROFESSIONAL II 4PC FLY ROD PACKAGE 

 

TFO DELUXE PROFESSIONAL II 4PC FLY ROD PACKAGES INCLUDE: 

 TFO PROFESSIONAL II 4 PIECE FLY ROD,  4WT. TO 8WT. 

 CNC MACHINED TFO NV FLY REEL 

 REEL IS SPOOLED LEFT HAND WITH 20# DACRON BACKING, 

TFO SPECIAL DELIVERY WF FLOATING FLY LINE  & TFO 9’ 3X 

LEADER 

 TFO ROD & REEL CASE 4PC, SINGLE 

 SPARE SPOOLS ARE AVAILABLE (Not Included) 

TFO Professional II Packages are available in the following models: 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT NV REEL: SPOOLED WITH 20# BACKING, LINE & LEADER 

TFO P2 804-4 8’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF4F  9’ 3X 

TFO P2 864-4 8’6” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF4F 9’ 3X 

TFO P2 904-4 9’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.5 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF4F 9’ 3X 

TFO P2 865-4 8’6” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.7 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF5F 9’ 3X 

TFO P2 905-4 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.8 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF5F 9’ 3X 

TFO P2 906-4 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.8 oz. NV 2 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF6F 9’ 3X 

TFO P2 907-4 9’0” 7 Wt. 4 pc. 4.3 oz. NV 3 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF7F 9’ 3X 

TFO P2 908-4 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 5.2 oz. NV 3 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF8F 9’ 3X 

 

TFO NV Fly Reels (Spare Spools are available) 

MODEL DESCRIPTION  

TFR NV1 TFO NV 1 - LA 3/5 Fly Reel 

TFR NV2 TFO NV 2 - LA 5/7 Fly Reel 

TFR NV3 TFO NV 3 - LA 7/9 Fly Reel 

TFO PROFESSIONAL II 4 PIECE FLY ROD 

 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  

PLEASE SEE THE BACK OF THIS CATALOGUE FOR THE NEW TFO PROFESSIONAL 3 RODS & PACKAGES
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NXT Outfits are what the beginning fly caster is 

demanding from the industry, a high-performance fly 

rod combination package.  

 

NXT Outfit 4 piece rods have a medium-fast action and 

come in a translucent dark green finish with a matte 

black aluminum reel seats with double up-locking rings 

and a composite cork handle. 

SPARE SPOOLS ARE AVAILABLE. 

 

 

 

 

*TFO NXT OUTFITS INCLUDE: 

 TFO NXT 4 PIECE FLY ROD WITH TFO ROD & REEL CASE. 

 TFO NXT LA FLY REEL LOADED WITH FLY LINE, DACRON BACKING AND LEADER. 

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES   

TFO NXTL4/5 8’6” 4/5 Wt. 4 pc.  

 TFO NXT 4PC 9’ 4/5WT. ROD, NXT GL REEL, 20# BACKING, WF5F LINE, 9’-3X LEADER 

TFO NXTL5/6 9’0” 5/6 Wt. 4 pc.  

 TFO NXT 4PC 9’ 5/6WT. ROD, NXT GL REEL, 20# BACKING, WF6F LINE, 9’-3X LEADER 

TFO NXTL6/7 9’0” 6/7 Wt. 4 pc.  

 TFO NXT 4PC 9’ 6/7WT. ROD, NXT GL REEL, 20# BACKING, WF7F LINE, 9’-3X LEADER 

TFO NXTL8/9 9’0” 8/9 Wt. 4 pc.  

 TFO NXT 4PC 9’ 8/9WT. ROD, NXT GL REEL, 20# BACKING, WF9F LINE, 9’-3X LEADER 

*TFO NXT OUTFITS are lined-up one line weight to enhance the feel of the rod loading for the beginning fly fisher. 

 

SPARE SPOOLS ARE AVAILABLE. 

TFO NXT 4 PIECE OUTFITS 

TFO NXT fly rods come packaged in a plastic sleeve & header card. 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES 

TFO NXT RO864/5-4 8’6” 4/5 Wt. 4 pc. 

TFO NXT RO905/6-4 9’0” 5/6 Wt. 4 pc. 

TFO NXT RO906/7-4 9’0” 6/7 Wt. 4 pc. 

TFO NXT RO908/9-4 9’0” 8/9 Wt. 4 pc. 

 

TFO NXT 4 PIECE FLY RODS 
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Temple Fork Outfitters Bug Launcher “Office Rod” 

The Bug Launcher "Office Rod" enables you to practice your casting indoors at the office or at home without the need for a large 

outdoor practice green, learning to fly cast is no longer just a summer sport.  

At 4'10" the “Office Rod” with its high-visibility line and tapered leader feels just like a standard fly rod requiring the same timing and 

casting motions to form a good cast. Once the fishing season arrives the transition from "Office Rod" to fly rod will be a simple one. 

Practice roll casts and single-hand spey casts 

without the need for water.  

 Try the “Office Rod”, you’ll be amazed 

at what a great tool this is for learning and 

refining your casting strokes.  

 Length: 4'10", Pieces: 3, *Includes 

indoor line with tapered yarn leader and 

foam fish target. 

TFO BLOR 

 

Replacement Practice Line 

TFO BLOR/PL 

TFO OFFICE ROD 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  

Perfect for anglers of any age. These rod outfits are ready to go, just add a fly and water of course! 

 

Who inspired you to pick up a fly rod?  Chances are it was a parent, your “favorite” uncle or a close friend that helped you throw your 

first tailing loop with great pride. You probably landed your first fish on a hand-me-down rod with a missing guide and a doctored tip.  

If it’s time for you to pass your knowledge onto others, Temple Fork Outfitters has the perfect rod to hand down; introducing the  

Bug Launcher series of fly rods. 

 

Bug Launchers include thinner diameter compressed cork grips 

for a better fit in smaller hands. The yellow Bug Launcher logo 

stands out against a candy apple red blank. Speaking of blanks, 

this series is made from general graphite so there’s less risk 

when that passing dragonfly happens to take a swipe. An 

extended reel seat allows smaller anglers to use two hands for 

more control. Two models, a 7’ 4/5 weight and an 8’ 5/6 

weight, both are 2 piece and come with a TFO NXT LA I reel, 

loaded with backing, WF floating fly line & tapered leader.  

 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT KIT    

TFO BLK45LA 7’0” 4/5 Wt. 2 pc. 2.90 oz. KIT w/ ROD & LOADED REEL 

TFO BLK56LA 8’0” 5/6 Wt. 2 pc. 3.20 oz. KIT w/ ROD & LOADED REEL 

The TFO Bug Launcher rods carry the TFO Lifetime Warranty. 

 

BUG LAUNCHER ‘ROD ONLY’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TFO BUG LAUNCHER 2 PIECE FLY RODS 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO BLK RO7045-2 7’0” 4/5 Wt. 2 pc. 2.90 oz.  

TFO BLK RO8056-2 8’0” 5/6 Wt. 2 pc. 3.20 oz. 

TFO BUG LAUNCHER “YOUTH” FLY ROD KITS 
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Tenkara rods come with a spare tip/second section. 

TFO TENKARA SOFT HACKLE RODS 

Get Spooled! Looking for the ultimate in simplicity and presentation?  Check out the new TFO Tenkara Soft Hackle rods.  Based on a 

traditional Japanese method of fishing using only a rod, line and fly, Tenkara fishing permits anglers to make precise casts, delicate 

presentations, and manipulate their fly with extreme ease. Telescoping down to 20 inches, the Tenkara Soft Hackle rods are perfect for 

the backpacking angler. 

 

The rods come with a spare tip and second section. The rod sock has a unique line holder built in to help organize your line when not 

in use.  Available in two actions to match you style of fishing. 

Model: TFO Tenkara Soft Hackle 10'6'', Faster Action 

Closed Length: 20.5'', Length: 10'6'', Weight (OZ): 2.5  

TFO TSH106 

PLEASE READ THIS INFORMATION & ADVISE YOUR CUSTOMERS 

The Tenkara rod is constructed from graphite and is comprised of multiple sections that extend out to make up the full length of this 

unique rod, so some care is required when extending the rod sections and attaching the leader to the Lillian (the knotted braid material 

that is attached to the tip of the rod). FYI: There are many YouTube videos on this procedure and Tenkara fishing. 

PLEASE NOTE: Graphite is a man made material and like anything else man made it can break. Take particular care not to bend the 

tip section of the rod or knock it against any of the other sections when extending the rod to its full length. When attaching the leader 

to the Lillian we recommend that only the Lillian extend from the sections during this procedure. If for any reason you do break the tip 

you will find a spare tip/second section included in the rod sock that comes with your Tenkara rod.  

BUTT CAP: Be sure to check that the butt cap of the rod is secure each time you use the rod. The only time you will be required to 

remove the butt cap is if you break the tip section and need to replace the broken piece in the rod. We do not recommend removing 

the butt cap for any other reason.  

TFO Furled Leaders 

These leaders can be used with both of our TFO TENKARA 

rods, just vary the tippet length for these rods and fishing 

situation. TFO Furled Leaders are looped on both ends, 

10ft., 20lbs., color: light yellow. Nice and supple as they lay 

out straight when uncoiled from the packaging, attach a 

tippet and you’re all set. 

TFO LF-10 

TFO Tenkara Line 

30’, .027” floating level 

line, cut to desired length. 

TFO L30 

TFO Foam Spools 

3/pkg 

TFO FS-3 

SAVE 20% 

TFO TENKARA Start-Up Pack 

Start-up Pack includes:  

30’ .027” Floating Level Line 

Furled Leader  

3 Foam Spools. 

TFO SP 
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TFO TENKARA SOFT HACKLE RODS 

TFO Ball Caps 

New logo colors:  

 Black 

 Dark Olive 

 Khaki  

 Navy  

 

 

 

Colors:  

 Pink 

 Yellow 

TFO CAP 

Rob
Strikeout
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Designed by Jake Jordan specifically for the demands of offshore fly fishing, these rods combine the ability to quickly deliver large flies 

accurately and to then sustain the significant lifting force necessary to fight and land large pelagic species. The foundation of the  

SG Series is a hybrid blank engineered with a carbon fiber upper section and a proprietary  

S-Glass weave in the lower section of the rod. The carbon fiber upper section underpins the 

efficient casting action and tip recovery necessary for fast, on-target casts; and after hookup, 

the S-Glass lower section delivers superb strength and a shortened lever capable of dead 

lifting over 10 pounds at a 90-degree fighting angle. The Bluewater SG series helped Jake 

land over 1,000 billfish on fly and, in the process, it has become the most widely used 

bluewater fly rod in the world. The Bluewater SG can handle anything that swims, from 

sharks to billfish, from tuna to trevally. 

 

How do you make the most popular offshore rod family in the world better?  Make them 

lighter, stronger, more durable, a challenging combination of engineering and materials that 

have resulted in our newly designed Bluewater SG series. We’ve kept the same basic and 

proven actions with carbon fiber tips for ease of casting that blends into S Glass butts for 

powerful lifting.  A brilliant addition is our use of Axiom II single filament S Glass applications 

within the walls of the blank – a pattern that controls and smooths ovaling better than the old 

TiCr process.  Actions are smoother and power range is greater.  We know you’ll appreciate 

the difference. 

 

The Light Duty remains finished out with composite cork split grips, traditional snake 

and stripper guides and are 9’ 4piece. Further, they feature full aluminum oxide insert 

guides and tip tops.   

 

MODEL LINE  GRAIN WEIGHT LENGTH HANDLE  PIECES WEIGHT 

TFO BWSG LD-C 10-12wt.  400-500 gr.  9’0” A 4pc 7.9 oz.  

TFO BWSG MD-C 13-15wt. 500-650 gr.  8’6” B 4pc 8.0 oz. 

TFO BWSG HD-C 16+wt. 700-1000 gr. 8’6” B 4pc 8.1 oz. 

Bluewater SG rods includes a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

TFO BLUEWATER SG  

TFO TRAVEL ROD CASE 

See page 43 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  
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TFO AXIOM II SWITCH 

This EFTTEX Best New Fly Rod, is engineered for two-hand anglers requiring optimal performance across a range of 

fishing techniques from a single rod. Because line weight distribution is different between “swinging flies,” “indicator 

fishing,” and “throwing lead,” optimizing a two-hand rod for all three techniques was previously impossible. Now, 

by combining TFO’s highest modulus materials and our proprietary Kevlar application with actions inspired by our 

industry-leading Deer Creek series, Axiom II breaks the code delivering the large grain windows necessary for a 

truly exceptional multi-technique two-handed rod. 

 

 

 

The primary goal of a switch rod is to allow the caster the ability to achieve maximum targeted forward distance with the least amount 

of expended energy, while maintaining a functional rod length for line management and fish fighting. 

 

An evolution from our wildly successful Deer Creek Series, the Axiom II Switch family features the same easy loading, close quarters 

casting attributes, in medium-action and medium stiffness, engineered to fit the angler and the scenario, (not the other way around). 

The Axiom II Switch rod offers the optimization of the benefits of two-handed or spey style casting, but with a shorter lever, (to 

accommodate medium sized water, or tight-quarters fishing out of a boat). 

 

Because of the unique double-helix of Kevlar embedded within the blank, anglers can maintain load and easily cast heavy sink tips, 

long scandi lines and indicators or lead without fear of lost distance and rod performance. 

MODEL  LENGTH LINE WEIGHT GRAIN WT. PIECES  WEIGHT  

TFO AX2SW6-C 11’0” 6 Wt. 300-500 4 pc. 6.2 oz.  

TFO AX2SW7-C 11’0” 7 Wt. 350-550 4 pc. 6.5 oz.  

TFO AX2SW8-C 11’0” 8 Wt. 400-600 4 pc. 6.8 oz.  

All Axiom II Switch rods include: TFO cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  
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TFO DEER CREEK 5—PC SPEY RODS 

The Deer Creek Spey series is seeing a makeover to better accommodate the traveling angler. We will now feature this rod in a five-

piece series, with enough packability to fit into a standard-size duffle bag. 

 

For a collective 75 years, two Pacific Northwest spey casters, Mike Kinney and Bob Meiser, have perfected the art of two-handed casting 

and have shared their knowledge through guiding, teaching, and perhaps most importantly, designing the Deer Creek Series of two-

handed rods. 

 

 

 

The Deer Creek series have casting properties that marry perfectly with modern spey lines. They have a unique progressive-

regressive traditional action, making them ideal for executing all types of spey and skagit casts. These blanks are a beautiful 

translucent dark amethyst color, with accents and components selected by Bob and Mike. TFO Deer Creek Spey Rods 

come with a cloth rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

DEER CREEK SERIES SPEY RODS—5 PIECE 

MODEL LENGTH LINE  PIECES GRAIN WEIGHT 

TFO DC12656-5 12'6" 5/6 Wt. 5 pc. 350-550 

 

SEE THE ON-LINE RESOURCES PAGE FOR TH, SPEY & SWITCH ROD LINE RECOMMENDATIONS 

TFO BVK 4—PC SPEY RODS  

 

After much feedback from anglers and guides, the need to expand upon our two-handed rod offering arose. A faster, stiffer, long-line 

style rod was the most requested addition to the current line-up. 

 

We are very exited about the line of BVK two-handed rods. We were able to replicate the crisp, fast action of the single-hand BVK 

family, but with a unique touch-and-go feel in a two-handed configuration. 

 

Arrive at any boat ramp or lodge from British Columbia to Newfoundland and you’ll see some of the finest two-handed rods ever built. 

Not only do these classically finished rods cast well, they also make no qualms about bringing the fight to any anadromous fish. 

 

This is exactly the mindset we tried to replicate with the BVK series of spey rods. With all of the crisp, responsive action of the  

single-hand BVK family, but with a unique touch-and-go feel all its own, these new BVK’s features a rod range of 11’6” 5 weight, 12’8” 

in a 6 weight to a 13’4” in an 8 weight.  

 

All rods feature our exclusive Tactical Series Guides and ultra-lightweight chromium-impregnated snake guides. The trimmed down, 

Burl cork handle allows for ergonomic handling and durability in the wettest fishing conditions. TFO BVK Spey Rods come with a cloth 

rod sock and cordura rod tube. 

 

 

BVK SERIES SPEY RODS 

MODEL LENGTH LINE  PIECES GRAIN WEIGHT 

TFO BVK1165-4 11'6" 5 Wt. 4 pc. 200-400   
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TFO SPINNING & CASTING RODS 

 

 

TFO TRAVELER 7’ 3PC SPINNING RODS 

Traveling with fishing rods has always been a challenge for anglers and finding a quality multi-piece conventional rod with the effortless 

action of your favorite one-piece rod has been impossible. 

 

TFO solves the globe-trotting angler’s dilemma with the Traveler Series. This series of seven-foot, 3-piece spinning rods mirror the look 

and feel of the legendary Tactical family of fishing rods. And none other than Larry Dahlberg, one the greatest world-traveling anglers 

of all time, made sure we designed nothing less than the best. 

 

Traveler Series rods are crafted through a combination of IM carbon fiber and a proprietary light weight scrim. By use of a precision 

CNC sanding process, the re-enforced ferrules are fitted to 1/10,000 of an inch, creating a snug and seamless fit.  The result is an 

incredibly light and sensitive, medium-fast-action high-performance fishing tool. 

 

Handsomely finished, the non-glare sky blue blanks are fitted with premium cork grips, TFO’s exclusive skeletal reel seats and topped 

with Fuji’s new Fazlite Corrosion Control K-Frame guides, making them safe for either fresh or saltwater environments. 

 

Designed for the adventurer in all of us, the Traveler Series remains true to TFO’s commitment of matching price to performance. 

Traveler rods include a cloth rod sock and are packaged in an airline overhead friendly, 32” hard nylon lined rod tube. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MODEL LENGTH POWER LINE WT. LURE WT oz.  PC. ACTION 

TFO S T702-3L 7’0” 2 LIGHT 4-10 1/8-3/8 3 M-FAST 

TFO S T703-3ML 7’0” 3 MEDIUM LIGHT 4-10 1/8-1/2 3 M-FAST 

TFO S T704-3M 7’0” 4 MEDIUM 6-12 1/4-3/4 3 M-FAST 

TFO S T705-3MH 7’0” 5 MEDIUM HEAVY 8-17 3/8-1  3 M-FAST 

TFO S T706-3H 7’0” 6 HEAVY 10-25 1/2-1 1/2 3 M-FAST 
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9’ DOWNRIGGER / MOOCHING ROD 

CONFORMS TO TYEE CLUB REGULATIONS 

Our brand new Downrigger/Mooching rod is quickly becoming one of the most popular rods on the west coast. At 9' long, this rod 

conforms to Tyee Club regulations and its extra sensitive tip is exactly what anglers need to detect strikes and track the motion of their 

lures. Made of a special combination of S-Glass and carbon fiber for both sensitivity and power, each rod is outfitted with premium 

components, an extremely durable composite cork grip, and is constructed using our precision Blank Over Ferrule Technology. 

Blank color: Blue. Length: 9’. Line: 14#-25#. Lure: 8 oz. 

TFO DR9 

Temple Fork Outfitters Downrigger rod (TFO DR9) 1 Year Warranty is for the original registered owner. If your rod fails due to defects in materials or workmanship Temple Fork Outfitters Canada will repair or replace your 

rod or rod section (tip or butt section) at no cost.  

To activate your warranty, simply go to our website (www.tforods.ca) and fill out the ONLINE ROD REGISTRATION (UNDER: ROD SERVICE) or fill out the form that came with your rod and drop it in the mail to us, don’t 

forget the stamp. Product registration must be completed by the purchaser to activate the warranty.  

If you ever have a problem with your rod send it to us in Calgary. To return a rod for warranty repair or replacement, send the entire rod (insured, we are not responsible for lost shipments) with proof of purchase to 

*Temple Fork Outfitters Canada 6041—4th Street SE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2H 2A5. 

*See the TFO ROD SERVICE FORM for the most up-to-date Service and Freight fees schedule, available online at www.tforods.ca 

 

Please make sure that your broken rod is properly packaged and please include a current daytime phone number & return address ; a physical address is better than a P.O. Box. Once we receive your rod, we will inspect 

the damages. Temple Fork Outfitters Canada will determine, at it’s sole discretion, if the rod or rod section failed due to defects in materials or workmanship, if this is the case we will then return your warranty fee along 

with your repaired or replacement rod or rod section. The whole process should not take more than a week from the time we receive your broken rod. If upon examination, we determine that a broken rod or rod section 

is not due to a defect in materials or workmanship, Temple Fork Outfitters Canada will process your warranty fee and repair, replace or substitute with the closest comparable model if an exact replacement is no longer 

available. 

 

Temple Fork Outfitters Canada under the following exceptions has no liability to provide warranty services for the repair or maintenance without charge: deficiency resulting from shipping; damages caused by neglect, misuse 

or accidental events; human force or assembly; improper maintenance or modifications; normal wear and tear caused by use over time; *loss or theft, and is limited to only the rod and its components.  

(*Loss: Replacement of lost rod sections will require additional charges for shipping & handling.) 

 

Please note: Your dealer is not authorized to offer over-the-counter no charge replacements under this warranty so you’ll have to send the rod to us if you feel the rod failed due to defects in materials and workmansh ip. 

Your dealer, at their discretion, may however replace the broken piece or rod but you will be charged all the applicable fees as per the TRO ROD SERVICE FORM. (Fees are subject to change and dealers may call for revised 

warranty fee pricing.) 

 

What Happens When We Receive Your Rod 

If you have followed the instructions above and used the TFO Rod Service Form we will have your rod on the way back to you within 48 hours of receiving the damaged rod.  

TFO UNIVERSAL ROD & REEL CASES 

See page 43 

TFO DOWNRIGGER / MOOCHING RODS 
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TFO BVK SD I  

Capacity for 4-5 wt. lines 

3.25”X1.25”, 4.6 oz. 

TFR BVKSD 1 

TFO BVK SD II 

Capacity for 5-6 wt. lines 

3.75”X1.30”, 4.9 oz. 

TFR BVKSD 2   

TFO BVK SD III 

Capacity for 7-8 wt. lines 

4.10”X1.30”, 5.2 oz. 

TFR BVKSD 3  

TFO BVK SD III + 

Capacity for 8-10 wt. lines 

4.30”X1.30”, 6.0 oz. 

TFR BVKSD 3+ 

TFO BVK SD I Spare Spool  

TFR BVKSD 1/SP   

TFO BVK SD II Spare Spool  

TFR BVKSD 2/SP  

TFO BVK SD III Spare Spool  

TFR BVKSD 3/SP  

TFO BVK SD III + Spare Spool  

TFR BVKSD 3+/SP 

 

TFO Fly Reels come with a Limited 

Two Year Warranty.  

TFO BVK SD REELS  

INCLUDE A REEL POUCH 

Guide to Capacity (Micron Backing): 

BVK SD I Fly Reel 

Capacity: WF4F + 75 Yards, 20# 

Micron backing. 

BVK SD II Fly Reel 

Capacity: WF5F + 200 Yards, 

20# Micron backing. 

BVK SD III Fly Reel 

Capacity: WF8F + 205 Yards, 

20# Micron backing. 

BVK SD III+ Fly Reel 

Capacity: WF10F + 175 Yards, 

30# Micron backing. 

TFO BVK SD (SEALED DRAG) LARGE ARBOR FLY REELS 

We took the successful BVK series of reels, added a fully sealed drag system and didn’t raise the price one penny!  

Introducing the BVK SD series of reels: A fully-sealed drag system with super easy LH/RH retrieve changes and minimal maintenance. 

The drag system is fully sealed Delrin® and stainless-steel to keep the drag clean and functioning in rough and dirty environments. This 

new drag system provides a noticeably broader range of resistance. The BVK SD series of reels are machined aluminum and anodized 

for durability and use in fresh or saltwater. The super large arbor design gives these reels huge line capacity and enables the angler to 

pick up line with incredible efficiency. The four reel series is perfect for everything from rainbow trout and bass all the way to bonefish 

and baby tarpon. All models of the BVK SD come packaged in a black TFO nylon reel pouch. 
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The TFO Power reel crashes through the conveyer belt of highly-machined fly reels currently on the market, offering anglers something 

different, backed by the presence that is TFO.   

 

The latest addition to the TFO family of high-end machined reels is fully 

anodized and dramatically ported to reduce weight, without sacrificing 

housing or spool strength.   

 

Unlike most drawbar reels that use coil springs for a drag plate 

pressure, the Power reel utilizes a series of conical spring washers. 

Carbon fiber-stainless steel brakes make a drag system that has a 

large range of resistance with nearly exact “click” values. Even the 

drag knob is adjustable allowing you to manage the minimum drag 

resistance.   

 

With a clutch bearing for inertia start-up and easy LH/RH conversion, 

the new TFO Power reel is a perfect match to our line-up of single and 

two-handed rods.  

TFO POWER REEL 

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIAMETER WIDTH LINE WEIGHT 

TFR PWR1 TFO POWER I Large Arbor Reel 5-6 3.5”/8.8cm .85”/2.1cm 5-6 4.4 oz. 

TFR PWR1/SP TFO POWER I Spare Spool 5-6     

TFR PWR2 TFO POWER II Large Arbor Reel 7-9 3.8”/9.6cm .95”/2.4cm 7-9 7.7 oz. 

TFR PWR2/SP TFO POWER II Spare Spool  7-9     

TFR PWR3 TFO POWER III Large Arbor Reel 9-11 4.4”/11.1cm 1.15”/2.9cm 9-11 9.8 oz. 

TFR PWR3/SP TFO POWER III Spare Spool 9-11         

 

GUIDE TO CAPACITY 

 

TFO POWER I 

WF6F + 150 Yards, 20# 

TFO POWER II 

WF8F + 250 Yards, 20# 

TFO POWER III 

WF12F + 260 Yards, 30# 

TFO NV LARGE ARBOR FLY REELS  

 

NOW AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES. The TFO NV Large Arbor Fly Reels feature: CNC light-weight precision, made from 6061-T6 

aluminum; smooth cork disc drag system; a one-way stainless steel spindle bearing with internal cap and O-ring seal; the drag 

is tightly sealed by an additional high density ABS cap to keep out moisture and debris; silent retrieve 

combines with a subtle line out clicker; easy to change left hand to right hand retrieve; quick change 

spools.  

 Cloth reel sock included. 

 TFO NV reels come with a Limited Two Year Warranty. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION CAPACITY O/D I/D 

SPOOL 

WIDTH 

WEIGHT 

Oz. 

TFR NV1 TFO NV 1 -  LA 3/5 Fly Reel 100 yds/20# WF4F 83 mm 52 mm 27 mm 4.72 

TFR NV1/SP TFO NV 1 -  LA 3/5 Spare Spool           

TFR NV2 TFO NV 2 -  LA 5/6 Fly Reel 100 yds/20# WF6F 90 mm 58 mm 27 mm 4.86 

TFR NV2/SP TFO NV 2 -  LA 5/6 Spare Spool           

TFR NV3 TFO NV 3 -  LA 7/8 Fly Reel 150 yds/20# WF8F 97 mm 62 mm 30 mm 5.99 

TFR NV3/SP TFO NV 3 -  LA 7/8 Spare Spool           

Rob
Strikeout
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CHK STOCK 

TFO NXT GL I & II LARGE ARBOR FLY REELS 

 

The NXT GL Large Arbor series of reels set a new benchmark for performance at an affordable price. Machined, cast aluminum frame, 

ported to reduce weight and featuring a machined handle drag knob and spool release for increased durability during rigorous use. 

The NXT GL Large Arbor series utilizes a stacked, alternating disc drag system that delivers plenty of drag pressure, with no start-up 

inertia. Easy LH/RH conversion and all reels come packaged in a cloth pouch.  

 

TFO NXT GL Large Arbor reels come with a Limited Two Year Warranty. 

 

 

TFO NXT GL I Fly Reel 3-5 Wt. 

TFR NXT GL-1 

TFO NXT GL I Spare Spool 
TFR NXT GL-1/SP 

 

TFO NXT GL II Fly Reel  6-8 Wt. 
TFR NXT GL-2 

TFO NXT GL II Spare Spool 
TFR NXT GL-2/SP 

GUIDE TO CAPACITY: 

TFO NXT GL I™ Fly Reel  

WF5F + 100 Yards, 20# Backing. 

TFO NXT GL II™ Fly Reel  

WF8F + 125 Yards, 20# Backing. 

TFO PRISM II  

TFO Prism II Large Arbor Spey Fly Reel 

-High quality cast fly reel.  

Features: 

-Adjustable disc drag. 

-Counter balance. 

-Large contoured handle. 

-Easily changes from left to 

right hand retrieve. 

-Large line capacity for 

SPEY lines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prism II Large Arbor 9/10/11/SPEY Reel 

Capacity: WF10F + 265 Yards, 30# Backing. 

TFO Prism II Reels come with a Limited Two Year Warranty. 

P II CLA 9/11  

TFO REEL WARRANTY 

Limited Two Year Warranty 

 

Temple Fork Outfitters warrants the following reels: 

 TFO BVK SD, TFO POWER REELS 

 TFO NXT GL, TFO NV, TFO PRISM II 

against any defects in material and workmanship for a period 

of two years, provided it has been given reasonable care and 

use, from the date of purchase.  

 

In the event the product is found to be defective within the 

warranty period, Temple Fork Outfitters will repair or replace 

the product at our option within a reasonable time. This 

warranty extends to the original owner only, not applicable to 

commercial use.  

 

To obtain warranty service, please send your reel  

postage-paid and insured to:  

 

Temple Fork Outfitters 

6041—4th Street SE,  

Calgary, Alberta, Canada  

T2H 2A5.  

 

Please include (1) copy of sales receipt or proof of purchase and 

(2) your name, address, phone number and (3) description of 

defect. A minimum charge may be made for return postage. 

www.tforods.ca 

Rob
Strikeout
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SPECIAL DELIVERY ‘PLUS’™FLY LINES 

SPECIAL DELIVERY ‘PLUS’™FLOATING LINES 

The new Special Delivery Plus lines are manufactured with our proprietary microspheres that enable 

noticeably higher floating lines even in choppy or fast water. HFT (High Float Technology) additives in 

the coating for the latest friction-reducing technology allows easy line pick up for maximum casting 

efficiency. The TFO SDP fly lines are higher floating, creating minimal surface contact that significantly 

reduces drag caused by water resistance. High-tech laser I.D. markings easily identify each fly line and 

Micro-slim welded loops are strong and durable yet supple for easy turnover. Dual-color lines easily 

identify the head to running line taper for fast control and distance accuracy. Custom-designed tapers 

with a low stretch core allow effortless smooth casts.   

 

FEATURES: 

 Unique dual-color zone from the head through the running line 

 Ultra supple, low memory design with an extra slick coating to 

reduce friction 

 Hyper-Float Technology (HFT) allows the line to float in fast or 

choppy water 

 Individually designed tapers for each line weight to maximize 

casting accuracy and presentation 

 Micro welded loops for quick and secure connections 

 Laser I.D. Line System Identification 

 Low-stretch supple yet durable core material for enhanced line 

control 

-Length: 90’. Color: Dual tone—Green 

-Available in: WF4F to WF9F 

TFO SDP 

NEED TO ADD THE NEW 

TFO SDP9  WEIGHT LINE 

 

C0ST INCREASE FROM 

9.48 

TO 9.95 

5% 

SPECIAL DELIVERY  

FLY LINES 

The Special Delivery line is manufactured with the latest friction-

reducing technology, custom-designed tapers, and a coating 

that makes the line virtually free of memory and coiling. From 

delicate close-range presentations to launching huge casts to 

that hole in the middle of the river, this line offers pure 

versatility. 

FEATURES: 

 Ultra supple, low memory design with an extra slick coating 

to reduce friction 

 Individually designed tapers for each line weight to 

maximize casting accuracy and presentation 

 Welded loop for quick and secure connections to leader 

 Length: 85’. Color: Green 

 

-Available in: WF3F to WF8F 

TFO SD 

EXTRA-FAST SINKING 

POLYMER COATED LEADER 

Add this Extra-fast sinking leader to your floating line for a quick 

conversion to a sink tip line. Manufactured to TFO standards with 

the latest Coatings and Core materials. Sinking technology at an 

affordable price.  Excellent knot strength and low memory with 

easy stretch and recovery. Pre-looped for that easy loop-to-loop 

connection. 

 

FEATURES: 

 High abrasion resistance 

 Low memory 

 Extra-fast 6 i.p.s. 

 Pre-looped  

 Length10' 

 24lbs.test 

 Color: Black 

TFO PL-10XFS 
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LEADERS & TIPPET 

TOOTHY CRITTER LEADERS 

TFO Titanium Leader 

-Strong fine wire for easy turnover. 

-Resists cuts from sharp teeth. 

-Comes with snap & pre-looped. 

-48” 40#, 25cm/9.8” wire,  

15kg/33# test. 

TFO TL 

 

 

 

 

TFO PREMIUM NYLON LEADERS & TIPPET 

 Leaders now come looped, high strength nylon material. 

 Tippet spools 30M, clear & interlocking. 

Temple Fork Outfitters Leaders—Looped 

-Soft, supple nylon tapered 9’ leader 

-Hand tied perfection loop 

-Quick & easy attachment to fly line 

-Available in 9’: 

2X/7.5lb, 3X/5.9lb, 4X/4.9lb, 5X/3.7lb & 

6X/2.6lb. 

TFO NL9—2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, &  6X 

 

 

Temple Fork Outfitters Tippet 

-Premium nylon tippet 

-Available in 30 meter, clear spools with 

elastic: 

0X/12lb., 1X/10lb., 2X/8lb., 3X/7lb., 

4X/6lb., 5X/4lb. & 6X/3lb.  

TFO NTS—0X, 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, & 6X. 

 

 

TFO Furled Leaders 

TFO Furled Leaders are looped on both 

ends, 10ft., 20lbs., color: yellow. Nice 

and supple as they lay out straight when 

uncoiled from the packaging, attach a 

tippet and you’re all set. 

TFO LF-10 

 

 

 

 

 

TFO Braided Loops 

-Available in two sizes: Medium & Large. 

-3/per package 

TFO BL-M 

TFO BL-L  

BUTT CAPS 

Temple Fork Outfitters Eva Foam Butt Caps 

A removable EVA foam butt cap that fits over a non-fighting butt 

reel seat for that fighting butt comfort. 3/pkg.  

Fits all Temple Fork Outfitters reel seats. 

TFO BUTT CAP 

 

 

 

Rubber Butt Caps 

Protects against dings and 

scratches, and adds a finishing 

touch to the reel seat. Precision 

molded in a durable rubber for 

long wear and tear. 3/pkg. 

AC RBC   

BACKING 

TFO 100 Yard Backing Spools 

-Dacron backing. 

-Available in 20# or 25#, 100 yards 

spools. 

TFO BW120 (White 20#) 

TFO BW125-O (Orange 25#) 

TFO BW125-W (White 25#) 

 

Temple Fork Outfitters Hi Viz Backing 

-Dacron backing. 

-Available in 20# or 30#, 5000 yds. 

spools. 

Hi-Viz 5000 Yards 20# Backing. 

TFO BW520 

Hi-Viz 5000 Yards 30# Backing. 

TFO BW530 

Spectra Backing 

Incredible strength, high abrasion resistance, ultra-thin diameter, 

and no stretch. The small diameter reduces line drag in the water 

and more than doubles your backing 

line capacity without increasing your 

reel size. Perfect for saltwater fishing. 

Fluorescent Colors: Orange, Yellow 

70# Braid, Dia: 0.37mm, 1000m. 

AC SB70-O 

AC SB70-Y 

Emergency Rod Repair Kit 

Do-it-yourself rod tip repair kit. Put one in your tackle box and 

never cut another fishing trip short 

again. Includes 3 different sizes of rod 

tips and a heat-activated glue stick. 

INCLUDES: 

Rod Glue 

2.0 mm tip-top 

2.2 mm tip-top 

2.4 mm tip-top 

MA ERK 
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ACCESSORIES 

ADHESIVES 

Aquaseal 

Provides permanent waterproofing and repairs 

on seams, holes and tears; always flexible.  

Excellent for all types of wader materials 

including breathables, neoprene, rubber, 

nylon and more! 

TIP: Aquaseal is ideal for repairing boot soles 

and attaching felts. 

-3/4 oz. Container. 

MC AQUA 

Zap-A-Gap CA
+

 

A very popular superglue with a superior  

gap-filling formula.  

-Allows 7-10 seconds for positioning and 20 

seconds cure time. 

-Works on oily surfaces also. 

-1/4 oz. 

AC ZAP 

 

 

BOOKS 

Little Red Knot Book (NEW VERSION) 

New Version recently updated with many new knots. A must have 

for any angler, this compact guide for fishing knots contains over 

50 of the best-tested fishing knots. A properly tied knot will most 

certainly lead to landing more trophy fish and will mean the 

difference between a well-caught fish and a broken line. The Little 

Red Knot book is pocket-sized and contains sharp diagrams and 

clear instructions. Includes tips on materials and explains the 

terminology. Dimensions: 4x5in, 76 pages. 

 

AC KNOT-R 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLOATANT HOLDERS 

Clip-On Floatant Holder 

Convenient way to hold floatant bottles. 

S COFH 

 

 

FLY DRYER 

Samadou Fly Dryer 

-Comes with Zinger. 

-Dries flies after being soaked. 

-Convenient D-ring for attaching to Zinger. 

AC SAM 

 

LEADER STRAIGHTENER 

Leader Straightener 

Leather outside, rubber inside, makes 

straightening leaders & tippet easy. 

S LS 
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MAGNIFIERS 

Flip Focus Magnifier  

Handy & Quick Magnifying Power!  

Great for all close work where magnification is needed. Easily 

attaches to your glasses.  

Flip 'n' Focus has been redesigned, increasing the lens size of the 

magnifiers offers a larger field of magnified view. Now you'll see 

even better than before. You won't know that you've got the Flip 'n' 

Focus clipped to your regular glasses until you need them. Just flip 

the lenses down for increased magnification and up for safe 

storage. Protective case included. Note: Sunglasses not included.  

-Available in 3 magnifications: 2.0X, 2.5X, & 3.0X  

AC GLA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

TFO Tippet Micro Rings 

-2.0 mm, 10/pkg. 

TFO TMR 

 

 

 

Metal Thermometer 

Metal housing, Fahrenheit & Celsius  

with security ring. 

AC THERMO 

 

 

 

Line Cleaner / Dressing Applicator 

This applicator works with all line 

cleaners, attaches to your vest for 

convenient on the water use, just 

squeeze your favorite line 

dressing onto the pad, snap it 

closed and attach it to your vest, 

can be used with a wet or dry 

line. 

S NLC 

 

 

Stripping Guards 

-Protect your fingers from line burn. 

-Lycra stretch material. 

-3/pkg. 

S SG 

 

 

 

Threaded Vials 

Available in 1, 2 or 4 ounce sizes. 

3/pkg. 

FS TV-1 

FS TV-2 

FS TV-4 

 

 

 

TFO Trout Stomach Pump 

Discover what the fish are feeding on and “Match the Hatch”. 

Includes instructions for use.  

TFO TSP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fly-Rite Stomach Pump 

This is the best ‘throat’ pump on the market. 

AC FR-SP 

 

 

 

 

 

TFO Fly / Tippet Threader 

Flies are held in place by a magnet, enabling easy tippet / 

eye threading. 

TFO FTT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TFO Tippet Spool Tenders 

Keeps your spools of tippet tidy and ready for use. 

4 / PKG. 

TFO TST   
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STRIKE INDICATORS 

StrikeIndicator.com 

 Innovative, Easy to Attach Indicator 

 Easy to Adjust Indicator so Nymph is Suspended at Optimal 

Level  

 Easy to Remove, Knotless, No Damage to Leader 

 Indicator Yarn Can Be Trimmed to Desired Length 

 

Strike Indicator Tool, Tubing & Wool Kit 

AC SITO 

Replacement Tubing 

AC SITU 

Wool Colors:  

Replacement Wool-White 

AC SIW-W 

Replacement Wool-Orange 

AC SIW-O 

Replacement Wool-Chartreuse 

AC SIW-C 

Replacement Wool-Multi-Pack –Wht, Blk, Chart, Org. 

AC SIW-MP 

Replacement Wool-Black 

AC SIW-B 

Tubing—XL 

AC SITU-XL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit 

www.strikeindicator.com 

 for instructional videos 

XL Tubing Regular  
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New Zealand 4 Color Wool Yarn Dispenser 

Our New Zealand 4 Color Wool Yarn Dispenser comes pre-

loaded with 3 FEET of Lucious Lemon, Radioactive Orange, 

Pearly White and Fluorescent Green New Zealand Strike 

Indicator YARN for a total of 12 FEET – ready to fish. The 

dispenser’s design is easy to use on the stream, easy to store in 

pocket and easy to add more yarn. 

AC SIYD 

PRE CUT SLEEVES AND VIAL 

 Innovative Design - Brilliant 

solution - Designed for New 

Zealand Strike Indicator Tool 

 200 Sleeves - 200 Precision 

Pre-Cut 4mm Sleeves - 

Enough for many seasons 

 Convenient - Ready to go - 

add sleeves on the river, tail 

gate or tying bench 

 Simple but Functional Tool - 

Hole in Vial Cap - Makes 

adding sleeves Quick and 

Easy 

 Quality Materials - We utilize 

the highest quality materials 

 Optimal Size - Designed 

specifically for Fly Anglers - 

Fits Easily into Vest 

 Easy To Use - Online video 

provides expert tutorial in one 

minute 

AC SIVS 

NEW ZEALAND WOOL YARN SPOOLS 

 3 Feet -of New Zealand Custom Spun Wool Strike Indicator 

Yarn 

 Yarn is Custom Spun - One Strand Fits "Regular Tubing" 

 Yarn is Custom Spun - Two Strands Fit "X-Large Tubing" 

 Innovative Design - Spool Dispenser is The Perfect Shape 

and Size for Using On The River 

 Highest Quality Dispenser - Spool Dispenser is the Highest 

Quality and Can Be Easily Refilled 

 Designed for Fly Anglers - Fits Perfectly Into Vest, Pocket or 

Pack - Won't Crush or Deform 

 Convenient - Easy To Carry - Easy To Use 

 Lots of Indicator Yarn - Three Feet of Custom Spun Yarn Per 

Spool 

 Perfect Colors - We Custom Dye Our New Zealand Strike 

Indicator Wool Yarn - The Best Five Colors! 

 Made From 100% Pure, Natural and Bio-Degradable New 

Zealand Wool! 

AC SIYS-B (Black) 

AC SIYS-G (Bright Fluorescent Green) 

AC SIYS-L (Lucious Lemon) 

AC SIYS-O (Radioactive Orange) 

AC SIYS-W (Pearly White) 
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STRIKE INDICATORS 

Loon Outdoors Tip Topper Yarn Strike Indicators 

Synthetic glo-yarn strike indicators with o-ring 

attachments for easy placement.  

Available in Orange 3/pkg, and Yellow 3/

pkg. 

LOT SI-O 

LOT SI-Y 

Lightning Strike Indicators  

- Foam indicators 

-High float, easily attaches to fly line 

-Durable and can be trimmed down if needed 

-4 per package 

S SIF 

 

Yarn Srike Indicators. 

One size, large, very easy to trim with scissors 

to a smaller size if needed. 

-4/pkg., Yellow. 

S SI 

 

TFO Corkie Strike Indicators 

-2 Sizes: 12mm, 15mm, 4/pkg 

AC BC12 or AC BC15 

 

 

 

Fish Pimp Strike Indicators 

-Fish Pimp strike indicators are 30% lighter than 

other foam indicators, so they float higher and are 

easier to see and cast. Also, since they are 

aerodynamically shaped on both ends, they cause 

less wind resistance when casting. Fish Pimp strike 

indicators are easy to apply and remove, and they 

are reusable. Just remember: “Every nymph needs 

a pimp.” Each package includes six Fish Pimps.  

-Available in Yellow or Orange. 

AE FP-Y / O 

 

Mini Fish Pimp 

-Mini Fish Pimp Strike indicators are just like the 

original, only smaller. Designed for nymphing 

calm waters or for areas where fish spook easily, 

the Mini Fish Pimp allows anglers to nymph waters 

that are impossible to nymph with a normal size 

indicator.  

6 per package. 

-Available in Yellow or Orange. 

AE MFP-Y / O 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TAPE MEASURES 

Fly Fisherman's Tape Measure 

Lightweight, large easy to read scale.  

60”, centimeters on other side of tape. 

AC FTM 

 

Fly Reel Tape Measure 

-Measuring tape in inches & centimeters. 

-Measures up to 40” / 100 cm. 

-Split ring so tool can be attached to vest or tackle bag. 

S FRTM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROD & REEL ACCESSORIES 

Neoprene Reel Cozies 

-Can be used while reel is on the rod. 

-5mm nylon jersey covered neoprene. 

-Secure Velcro closure flap. 

-Protects your reels while not in use. 

-Available in: S / M 

S 611-S,  M 

 

 

Neoprene Spool Tenders 

-2mm nylon jersey covered neoprene. 

-Keeps line tidy on extra spools. 

-3/package. 

AC ST 
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ACCESSORIES 

GII Sungloves 

-Generation II Sungloves with a 

design featuring greater coverage & 

comfort. 

-Sizes: S/M 

AC SG 

 

 

 

Beaded Lanyard 

-A favorite with guides and those that fish 

during hot weather. 

-Adjustable round foam neck strap, snap 

hooks, clip-on retractor and detachable split 

ring clips. 

-Lots of room to add nippers, forceps, 

tippet, etc. 

S BL 

 

 

 

 

Deluxe Mag-Net Release—IMPROVED 

Now featuring a ‘Net-Up’ carry system with a powerful 1/2” rare 

earth magnet release with split ring & shock cord, attaches to vest 

& net for quick and convenient net release, self centering upon 

reattachment. 

S DMNR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hand Net 

Comes with Silicone Bag  

& Burl Wood Handle. 

Bag: 16”L x 11”W.  

Overall length: 25” 

AC NET-H  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TWO SIZES TO CHOOSE FROM 

LIGHT-WEIGHT 

DURABLE 

CARBON & FIBERGLASS COMPOSITE 

WATERPROOF / WEATHERPROOF & BUOYANT 

CLEAR PVC RUBBER BAG NET 

CARBON FIBER HAND NET 

66X33X30CM 

AC NET-CF 

CARBON FIBER BOAT NET 

AC NET-CFB 

Rob
Strikeout
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TFO COLD WEATHER GLOVE 

TFO convertible gloves have three fold-back fingers that provide freedom 

to tie knots and handle gear in cool weather. Breathable water-repellant, 

windproof softshell fabric stretches to allow great finger and hand mobility. 

Extended hook and loop strap on neoprene cuffs provide full wrist 

protection. The partial synthetic leather fabric on the palm gives durability 

and grips well when wet. Quick-drying fleece pile on the back of hands 

and fingers adds thermal insulation for cool-weather comfort. Fingertip pull 

loops help to take gloves off while the snaps securely hold fingertips out of 

the way for better dexterity. 

 

FEATURES: 

-Breathable and water repellant 

-Windproof softshell 

-Fleece pile lining 

-Hook and loop wrist strap over stretch neoprene cuff 

-Fingertip snaps securely hold fingertips out of the way 

-Partial synthetic leather on palms provides grip when wet 

-Convenient fingertip removal loops  

-Comfortable above 0
0
C 

-Quick-drying fabric 

-Available sizes: Medium, Large 

TFO GC-M 

TFO GC-L 

 

 

 

TFO SUNGLOVES 

Fingerless sungloves provide SPF 50+ protection. Lycra Nylon 

fabric stretches to allow great manual dexterity. Extended cuffs 

and three quarter length fingers provide full Sun protection for 

hands. The synthetic fabric on the palm gives durability and grips 

well when wet. Fingerless and free to tie knots and handle tackle, 

a must-have for those saltwater adventures 

 

FEATURES: 

-The anti-microbial fabric prevents odors 

-Nylon spandex fabric combination 

-Thin comfortable moisture-wicking fabric 

-Pull-on and off tabs 

-Durable synthetic leather palms 

-Washable and quick-drying 

Sizes: Small/Medium & Large/X-Large 

TFO GS-S/M 

TFO GS-L/XL
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 TFO GN

-Breathable and lightweight

-Sun and wind protection

-One size fits most

FEATURES:

stretches and moves easily with you.

Comfortable seamless construction 
and blocks the sun's harmful rays. 
breathable polyester dries quickly 
wind and sun protection. Highly 
for ear protection or worn for total 
worn around your neck, pulled up 
The neck gaiter from TFO may be 
TFO NECK GAITER-WATERY GREY
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SG BTH3D-3D BROWN TROUT HEAD 

SG TS3D-3D TARPON SCALE  

SG TF33D-3D TROUT FACE 3 

SG TF53D-3D TROUT FACE 5 

SG CHU-CHUB SKIN 

SG RTS-RAINBOW TROUT SKIN 

SG TW-TARPON WATER 

SG MAH–MAHI MAHI 

Sungear Buffs 

-Anti UV & wicking fabric.  

-Available in 8 designs. 

SG DOR–DORADO 

SG SWO–SWORDFISH 

SG TAR–TARPON 

SG RED–REDFISH TAIL 

SG TRO–TROUT 

SG TUN–TUNA 

SUNGEAR BUFFS 

-Anti UV & wicking fabric.  

-Available in 8 designs. 

TFO NECK GAITER –BLUE CAMO 

TFO GN-BC 

TFO NECK GAITER –WATERY CAMO 

TFO GN-WC 

TFO NECK GAITER –BLUE CAMO 

TFO GN-BC 

TFO NECK GAITER –WATERY CAMO 

TFO GN-WC 

TWO NEW COLORS/PATTERNS 

The neck gaiter from TFO may 

be worn around your neck, 

pulled up for ear protection or 

worn for total wind and sun pro-

tection. Highly breathable poly-

ester dries quickly and blocks the 

sun's harmful rays. Comfortable 

seamless construction stretches 

and moves easily with you. 

 

FEATURES: 

-One size fits most 

-Sun and wind protection 

-Breathable and lightweight 

Rob
Strikeout
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PLIERS & CLAMPS 

De-Barb Plier 4.75 

-4.75” Stainless Steel De-Barb Plier, with 

smooth jaw, spring lever opening and lanyard 

keeper port. Fits S 801D Plier Caddy. 

FT DBP4.75 

 

 

Clamp and Catch & Release 

Fisherman's clamp with a convenient  

fly catch and release loop. 

FT CCR 

TFO Clamp Catch & Release w/ Fish Print 

FT CCR-FP 

 

 

 

 

Scissor Clamp 

-Perfect for mashing down barbs, cutting mono or 

soft wire and releasing fish. 

-Available in 5.5”. 

FT SC5.5 

TFO Scissor Clamp w/ Fish Print 

FT SC5.5-FP 

 

 

 

 

Kelly Clamp 

-Lightweight clamps with precision jaws and strong boxed hinges. 

-Alignment pin prevents jaws from 

twisting. 

Straight: FT KC5.5 

Black Straight: FT KCB5.5 

TFO Kelly Clamp w/ Fish Print 

FT KC5.5-FP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spring Creek Pliers 

Lightweight clamp with precision jaws and 

strong boxed hinges. The jaws are smooth 

on the forward section to facilitate de-

barbing hooks, an alignment pin prevents 

the jaws from twisting. 

FT SCC5.0 

 

 

Mitten / Scissor Clamp 

The unique handle and locking 

design of this specialty clamp allows 

one handed operation with or without gloves 

and mittens. Jaws are smooth and perfect for gripping 

very small flies or mashing down hook barbs. 

FT MC5.5 

TFO Mitten Clamp w/ Fish Print 

FT MC5.5-FP 

 

 

ECONOMY CLAMPS 

Economy Scissor Clamp 

-Versatile and inexpensive cutter/pliers. 

-High quality stainless steel at an affordable 

price. 5.5” 

AC 8806 

 

 

 

Economy Clamp 

-High quality stainless steel at an affordable 

price. 5.0” 

AC 8808 

 

ACCESSORIES 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Diamond Hook File 

-Diamond hook file with sharpening groove,  

600 grit one side, 400 grit on the other. 

-Easily fits into vest pocket or 

attaches to vest with lanyard 

-Measures: 100mm x 11mm 

*FT DHF 

 

 

 

 

 S MKHR-F

Stainless Steel, Measures 6”

the conservation of our fisheries. 
and represents a commitment to 
manufactured true to the original 
The Moana Hook Release is 
Moana Kofe Hook Release
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SCISSORS 

Extra Fine Tip Scissor 

-One blade serrated for positive grip on any material. 

-Perfect tool for trimming small delicate patterns. 

Straight. 

FT XFT4.0 

Tungsten Carbide Scissor 

-One blade serrated for 

positive grip on any material. 

-Perfect tool for trimming small 

delicate patterns. Straight. 

FT TCS4.5 

Razor Scissor 

-One blade serrated for positive 

grip on any material. 

-Perfect tool for trimming small delicate 

patterns. Straight. 

FT RS4.0 

Arrow Scissor 

-One blade serrated for positive grip on 

any material. 

-Perfect tool for trimming small delicate patterns. 

Straight. 

FT A3.5 

All Purpose Scissor 

-The most popular fly tying scissor. 

-4 inch stainless steel. Straight. 

FT AP4.0 

TFO All Purpose Scissor w/ Fish Print 

FT AP4.0-FP 

 

 

Hair Scissor 

-Designed to trim deer and elk hair as well 

as synthetics. 

-One blade is serrated. 

-Built with oversized hinge pins for added 

strength. Straight. 

FT H4.5 

TFO Hair Scissor w/ Fish Print 

FT H4.5-FP 

 

Malleable Handle Scissor 

-Adjustable finger loops for a custom fit. 

-Now available in 2 sizes. 

-3.5” Scissor is very easy to wear while 

tying, no need to take off and on, 

speeds up your tying. 

FT MH3.5 

-4.5” Scissor 

FT MH4.5 

 

KNOT TOOLS 

Knot Tool 

-Features gunmetal stainless steel. 

-Easy to use instructions enclosed. 

-Split ring so tool can be attached 

to vest or tackle bag. 

S KT 

Needle-n-Tube 

-Compact, lightweight nail knot tier. 

AC NEED 

 

Nail Knotter 

 Small, light-weight and convenient. 

 10cm long with split ring to attach to retractor. 

 CNC Machined from Marine Grade T6 

aluminum. 

 Finished with Type II anodized coating for 

durability in both fresh or saltwater. 

 Instructions for nail knot and use enclosed. 

FT NKT   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TFO Gift Box 

Comes with Fish Print Nippers, Scissor Clamp & Lg Silicone Fly Box 

FT FPGB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comes with Fish Print Nippers, Kelly Clamp & Lg Silicone Fly Box 

FT FPGBKC 

ACCESSORIES 

Rob
Strikeout
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NIPPERS 

Nipper/Knot Combo Tool 

-Nipper with eye clearing pin, 

swing-out nail knot tool and hook 

sharpener. 

FT NKCT 

 

 

 

Nipper/Knot Tool 

-Stainless nipper with eye clearing pin 

and swing-out nail knot tool. 

FT SCK 

 

 

Stainless Nipper 

-Basic stainless nipper with eye 

clearing pin. 

FT SC 

 

 

TFO Nipper w/ Fish Print 

FT SC-FP 

 

 

TFO Slim Nipper & Pin 

FT SCP 

 

RETRACTORS 

TFO 2 in 1 Retractor 

New TFO pin on retractor. Quickly 

access your nippers or knot tool with 

the 23" cords. Retractor also has a 

convenient magnet to easily store a 

fly before or after use. 

TFO RET 

 

 

Tube Retractor 

 Retractor tube with 

stainless steel snap. 

 Tube lengths is 3" (8cm), 

durable PE coil extends 

20" (50cm), weight 

around 13gr. 

 Stainless steel pin-on. 

AC RET-T   

 

 

RETRACTORS 

Clip On Metal Retractor Reel 

AC RETRACTO 

 

Pin On Metal Retractor Reel 

AC RETRACTO PIN ON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Net Retractor 

-2” retractable metal reel with clip. 

AC RET-L 

 

 

 

 

 

COMBOS 

Nipper/Knot Combo Tool with Retractor Combo 

-Clip-On Retractor 

Clip-On: FT NKCT/C 

 

Pin-On Retractor 

Pin-On: FT NKCT/P 

 

Stainless Nipper / Clip On Metal Retractor Combo 

Nipper and clip on metal retractor. 

(FT SC & AC RETRACTO) 

FT NRC 

 

Stainless Nipper / Pin On Metal Retractor Combo 

Nipper and pin on metal retractor.  

(FT SC & AC RETRACTO PIN ON) 

FT NRCPO 

 

 

ACCESSORIES 
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FLY BOXES 

DOUBLE SIDED 

TFO DS Waterproof Silicone Fly Box—Small 

Slots for 98 flies. Measures: 106x76x34mm 

FB H993 

TFO DS Waterproof Silicone Fly Box—Medium 

Slots for 188 flies. Measures: 125x100x42mm 

FB H994 

TFO DS Waterproof Silicone Fly Box—Large 

Slots for 220 flies. Measures: 155x100x44mm 

FB H995 

TFO DS Waterproof Silicone Fly Box—X Large 

Slots for 312 flies. Measures: 186x116x40mm 

FB H996 

 

 

 

SINGLE SIDED 

TFO SS Waterproof Silicone Fly Box—Medium/Large 

Slots for 74 flies. Measures: 137x95x16mm 

FB H997 

TFO SS Waterproof Silicone Fly Box—Large 

Slots for 121 flies. Measures: 187x102x16mm 

FB H998 

TFO FLY BOXES 

SILICONE RUBBER, WATERPROOF, OFF-SET ROWS 

 

These TFO fly boxes feature clear lids, a waterproof seal and slit silicone rubber with off-set rows.  

 Available in six sizes and a choice of Double Sided or Single Side boxes. 

 Clear lids and the off-set rows make finding the right fly very quick and easy. 
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FLY BOXES 

TFO WATERPROOF FLY BOXES 

FB H847 FB H848 FB H849 

FB H850 FB H851 FB H852 

Size Item No. Description 

280x206x62mm FB H847 TFO XL Double-sided Waterproof Clear Lid Streamer Slit Foam w/ Handle 

280x206x62mm FB H848 TFO XL Double-sided Waterproof Clear Lid Ripple Foam w/ Handle 

228x166x48mm FB H849 TFO XL Double-sided Waterproof Clear Lid Streamer Slit Foam Fly Box 

158x86x26mm FB H850 TFO Single-side Waterproof Olive Fly Box -Slit Foam 

158x86x26mm FB H851 TFO Single-side Waterproof Olive Fly Box -Triangle Slit Foam 

158x86x26mm FB H852 TFO Single-side Waterproof Olive Fly Box -Ripple Foam 

128x96x38mm FB H853 TFO Olive Double-sided Waterproof Triangle Slit Foam Fly Box-Sm 

158x98x40mm FB H854 TFO Olive Double-sided Waterproof Triangle Slit Foam Fly Box-Med. 

198x112x42mm FB H855 TFO Olive Double-sided Waterproof Triangle Slit Foam Fly Box-Lg. 

198x112x42mm FB H856 TFO Olive Double-sided Waterproof Streamer Slit Foam Fly Box-Lg. 

106x76x34mm FB H857 TFO Double-sided Waterproof Clear Lid Ripple Foam Fly Box-Sm 

125x92x36mm FB H874 TFO Double-sided Waterproof Clear Lid Ripple Foam Fly Box-Med. 

102x82x32mm FB H876 TFO Waterproof 8 Compartment 2-Sided Fly Box-Sm. 

102x82x32mm FB H878 TFO Waterproof 8 Compartment / Ripple Foam Fly Box-Sm. 

170x110x45mm FB H894 TFO Waterproof 12 Compartment 2-Sided Fly Box-Lg. 

96x70x35mm FB H898 TFO Clear Lid Double-sided Triangle Slit Foam Fly Box w/ Neck Strap 

96x70x35mm FB H899 TFO Clear Lid Double-sided Ripple Foam Fly Box w/ Neck Strap 

100x70x20mm FB H900 TFO 6 Compartment Mini Fly Box 
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FB H898 FB H899 FB H894 

FB H853 FB H854 FB H855 
FB H856 

FB H876 
FB H878 

FB H857 FB H874  

FB H900 
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FLY BOXES 

SILICON RUBBER TRIANGLE SLIT FLY BOXES 

Silicone Rubber won’t retain water and moisture preventing flies from rusting. Silicone Rubber doesn’t develop memory over time and 

keeps flies of different sizes securely in slits and is less susceptible to wear and tear. 

Available in 3 sizes. 

TFO Silicone Fly Box-Small—Holds 77 Flies 

Measures: 4
3
/8”x3”x

3
/4”  

FB SIL-S 

 

TFO Silicone Fly Box-Medium—Holds 108 Flies 

Measures: 5
7
/8”x3

5
/8”x

7
/8”  

FB SIL-M 

 

TFO Silicone Fly Box-Large—Holds 168 Flies 

Measures: 7
3
/8”x3

7
/8”x

11
/16”  

FB SIL-L 

TFO Clear Slit Foam Fly Box-Green-Small 

FB CSF-G-S 

TFO Clear Slit Foam Fly Box-Purple-Small 

FB CSF-P-S 

TFO Clear Slit Foam Fly Box-Yellow-Small 

FB CSF-Y-S 

TFO CLEAR / COLORED SLIT FOAM FLY BOXES 

 

TFO clear / colored fly boxes feature triangle slit foam.  

Two sizes to choose from, small (77 slots) and medium (108 slots). 

Small measures: 4
1
/4”x3

1
/4”x

11
/16” 

Medium measures: 5
3
/4”x3

5
/5”x

13
/16” 

TFO Clear Slit Foam Fly Box-Green-Medium 

FB CSF-G-M 

TFO Clear Slit Foam Fly Box-Purple-Medium 

FB CSF-P-M 

TFO Clear Slit Foam Fly Box-Red-Medium 

FB CSF-R-M 

TFO Clear Slit Foam Fly Box-Yellow-Medium 

FB CSF-Y-M 

 RIPPLE FOAM BOAT PATCH 

TFO Ripple Foam Boat Patch 

-The ripple foam patch makes finding your fly or lure in a boat or canoe quick and easy. 

-Mount the boat patch on the inside of the boat or canoe gunnel with the adhesive back. 

-Measures: 10”X17”. 

FB BP  
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TFO 6 Compartment Clear 

Measures: 5
3
/4”x3

5
/8”x

3
/4”  

FB TFO-6 

TFO 9 Compartment Clear  

Measures: 5
3
/4”x3

5
/8”x

3
/4”  

FB TFO-9 

TFO 12 Compartment Clear 

Measures: 5
3
/4”x3

5
/8”x

3
/4”   

FB TFO-12 

NEW—TFO Slit Foam Fly Box-70 

One compartment slit foam. 

Holds 70 flies. 

Measures: 5”x3
1
/2”x

5
/8”   

FB TFO-SF-S 

 

NEW—TFO Slit Foam Fly Box-120 

One compartment slit foam. 

Holds 120 flies. 

Measures: 6
1
/8”x3

3
/4”x

7
/8”   

FB TFO-SF 

 

TFO Slit Foam Fly Box-168 

One compartment slit foam.  

Holds 168 flies. 

Measures: 7
3
/8”x4

1
/4”x

1
/2”  

FB TFO-SF-L 

 

 

NEW—TFO Slit Foam Fly Box-204 

Slim, one compartment slit 

foam, holds 204 flies. 

Measures: 8
1
/4”x6”x1”  

FB TFO-SF-L2 

 

NEW—TFO Slit Foam Fly Box-450 

Slim, one compartment slit foam, holds 450 flies. 

Measures: 12
1
/8”x8

7
/8”x

7
/8”  

FB TFO-SF-XL 

FLY BOXES 

TFO CLEAR FLY BOXES & PATCH 

These TFO clear fly boxes are easy to open and they feature a metal hinge pin for durability. The slim profile allows you to easily put 

these boxes into a pocket of your fishing shirt, a vest pocket or tackle bag. 

Springbrook Clear Waterproof Case 

-Clear see-thru waterproof case with positive closing seal and lanyard.  

-Ideal for holding a spare vehicle key, money and a fishing license. 

Measures: 2.5” x 3.75” x .5”. 

AC CWC 

TFO Ripple Foam / Flat Foam Fly Boxes 

-Tough plastic box that’s compact and durable. 

-Secure low profile latch. 

-Full length hinge pin. 

-Lanyard cord tab. 

-Closed cell flat/ripple foam. 

Small: 4 3/8” X 3” X 1 1/8” 

Medium: 5 1/2” X 3 7/8” X 1 3/8” 

Large: 8 1/8” X 4 3/8” X 1 3/8” 

FB RF-S 

FB RF-M –NEW LOOK 

FB RF-L—COMING SOON 

FB RF-S 

FB RF-M—NEW LOOK 
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FLY BOXES 

SPRINGBROOK SLIT FOAM FLY BOXES 

 

Springbrook Slit Foam Fly Box—NEW LOOK 

2 sides of slit foam with a capacity for 154 flies makes this fly box 

ideal for dry flies. 

Measures: 3 1/2” x 4 7/8” x 1 3/8” 

FB SFFB 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Springbrook Slit Foam Fly Box with Leaf 

Four sides of slit foam with a capacity for 540 flies 

makes this fly box a great companion to the 

Springbrook Slit Foam & Threader fly box. 

Measures: 3 5/8 x 4 7/8 x 1 1/4 

FB SFWL 

THREADER / SLIT FOAM FLY BOX 

This is the fly box for any fly fisher that has problems threading the leader through the eye of the fly, small or large. By pre-threading the 

fly on the threader (Figure A), the fly fisher can quickly and easily thread the leader through the eye of the fly using the threader.  Insert 

leader into threader loop (Figure B), then pull the fly up and off of the threader (Figure C). Voila, the leader is threaded through the eye 

of the fly. 

 

 

Springbrook Threader / Slit Foam Fly Boxes 

-Includes 3 threaders. 

-Slots for 182 flies. 

-14 rows of slit foam on two sides. 

-Color: Dark Gray.  

Measures: 3 
5
/8”x4 

7
/8”x1 

1
/4. 

FB TBSF 

 

 

 

Springbrook Replacement Slit Foam 

-Includes one replacement slit foam 

 sheet per package. 

FB TBRF 

 

 

 

Springbrook Replacement Threaders 

-3 replacement threaders per package. 

FB TBT3  

Figure A 

Figure B 

Figure C 
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TFO Roll-up Rod Bag 

This rollup rod bag will hold up to 7 rods, perfect for the traveling 

angler. Will hold any of the following TFO rods: 9’ 4pc rods,  

10’ 4pc rods, and 7’ 3pc travel spinning rods. 

 Light weight construction 

 High density closed cell foam for protection 

 Sleeved on both ends so rods will not fall out 

 Carry handle and clip-on shoulder strap 

 Fits in airline overhead bins 

TFO RRB 

TFO Travel Rod Case 

 Holds 9’ 4PC fly rods  

 Padded, adjustable 

compartments 

 Adjustable/removable 

shoulder strap, carry handle 

 Zippered pockets inside & 

outside 

 Measures: 31”x10”x5” 

TFO RC490T  

ROD & REEL CASES, ROD TUBES & ROD SOCKS 

TFO 4 Piece Rod & Reel Cases –9’ Single & Dual 

Features Include: 

-600 denier Polyester shell material. 

-Nylon fabric tube liner with separate sleeves for rod sections. 

-Berber fleece padding. 

-#8 coil zippers. 

-D-Ring hang loop. 

-Triangle PVC tube case. 

TFO RRC490 

TFO UNIVERSAL ROD & REEL CASES 

TFO Universal Rod & Reel Cases 

72” Universal Rod & Reel Case 

TFO URRC72  

ROD TUBES 

Features: 

-1000 Denier Cordura. 

-Cordura end cap reinforcement. 

-Nylon web handle. 

-Nylon lined P.V.C. tubes. 

-#8 YKK coil zippers. 

-Foam padded ends. 

-Color: Black  

 

Fly Rod Socks 

S RS8 (8’ / 8’6” -2 PIECE) 

S RS9-4 (8’6” / 9’ -4 PIECE) 

-Available in: 

2 PIECE 

Single Rod Tube –6', 2pc  

S RC60-KIT 

Single Rod Tube -8', 2pc  

S RC80-KIT 

Single Rod Tube -9', 2pc  

S TRC90 

  

 

4 PIECE  

Single Rod Tube –8’, 4pc 

S RC480-B 

Single Rod Tube -9’, 4pc 

TFO RC490-B 

Single Rod Tube –10’, 4pc 

S RC410-B 
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FLY TREATMENTS 

Lochsa Premium Gel Floatant 

Lochsa is a premium all-around gel floatant that even 

works on CDC.  It won't mat dry flies made with CDC 

and is perfect for treating any type of feathers, hair, 

hackle, or yarn.  Lochsa will provide maximum 

floatation without the slightest hindrance on 

appearance.  It is silicon based, and won't melt in the 

heat or harden when it's cold. 

Features: 

Premium dry fly gel floatant, Temperature stable, Silicon based, 

Won't leave oil slick on water, Treats CDC 

LOT LGF 

Aquel Premium Floatant 

Loon’s biggest seller. A silicone-based, temperature-

stable floatant that won’t melt when it’s hot or harden 

when it’s cold. Odor-masking pheromones hide 

human scent. An excellent choice for all water 

conditions, especially on still waters where Aquel 

won’t leave a slick to spook shy fish. Try some and 

find out why so many people who fish for a living use 

Aquel. 

1/2-ounce flip-top container. Silicon based. 

LOT APF 

Blue Ribbon Floatant 

A pure powder silica floatant that won’t leave 

residue on the water’s surface. The perfect floatant 

for use on calm waters where fish would notice a 

“slick” left by other products, yet durable enough to 

handle all faster water situations. The 

recommended floatant for CDC flies. Use Blue 

Ribbon to “recharge” your Top Ride when the 

powder portion is used up or to “double-up” your 

Aquel coated fly. Flip-top container. 

LOT BR 

Easy Dry Fly Dryer 

Intended for drying flies saturated from use. Just 

place flies with leaders still attached into the 

container and shake. Water will be sucked from the 

fly and leave it ready for a new application of 

floatant. Since floatant works best when applied to 

a dry fly, this is a must for all serious fishermen. 

Blue indicator beads turn pink when desiccant 

needs replacing. Flip-top container.  

LOT EDD-5D31 

Henry's Sinket Wetting Agent 

Formulated for application to nymphs and sub-surface 

flies to help them break surface tension and sink rapidly. 

Hydrophilic properties attract water, causing the fly to 

lose buoyancy and roll along the bottom as naturally as 

a dislodged nymph. Like most Loon products, Henry’s 

Sinket is biodegradable. 1/2-ounce flip-top container. 

LOT HSK 

Fly Spritz II Dry Fly Spray 

Loon’s earth friendly alternative to their original Fly 

Spritz. This is the WORLD’S ONLY water-based spray 

floatant, a formula Loon’s been working on for several 

years! Finally, a spray floatant which is safe for the 

environment. Just squirt enough to saturate the fly, false 

cast a few times to dry, and go catch fish. Spray bottle.  

LOT FS2 

Payette Paste Floatant 

Fly & Fly Line Floatant. An outstanding 

floatant in paste form. Gives hackles 

and leaders a silky-smooth, water-

resistant coating. Softens when warm, 

but won’t run or leak. Like other Loon 

floatants, contains human odor-

masking pheromones. Great for 

coating leaders.  

1/4-ounce flip-top tub. 

LOT PF 

 

Royal Gel Fly Floatant 

A gel-type floatant with added iridescence that 

matches the shimmer given off by clear-winged 

insects. Temperature-stable, with odor-masking 

pheromones to hide human scent.  

1/2-ounce flip-top container.  

LOT GF 

 

Top Ride Desiccant 

A combination of silica gel drying agents and pure 

silica powder floatant. Simply place saturated flies 

with leaders attached into the container and shake. 

This removes water and coats the fly with a powder 

floatant, in one easy step. Like Aquel, will not leave 

a slick on still waters or spring creeks. If you fish the 

hatches of large flies, such as stoneflies, or fish dries 

for steelhead, this is the floatant for you. Excels in 

floating larger flies. Highly recommended for use 

with CDC. Flip-top container.  

LOT TF 

Loon Dust  

Triple duty treatment powder floatant. A non-white 

fumed silica powder floatant and sparkle attractor 

with brush applicator. Apply to dry flies for ultimate 

floating power. Use on nymphs to create a realistic 

air bubble effect. Great for CDC. Can also be used 

on fly lines for easier pick-up and to accelerate 

casting speed and distance. Apply by working powder 

into fly with brush applicator. 

2 GMS 

LOT LD 
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LOON PRODUCTS COME CARDED. 

CADDIES 

Aluminum Caddy  

The durable and yet aesthetic way to keep those 

necessary 1/2 oz bottles close at hand. Can be 

clipped to the vest with the included clip; but is also 

light enough to be attached to a zinger. Floatant not 

included. 

LOT AC 

Medium Fly Dressing Caddy 

Designed to hold one or more Loon products at 

a time in a convenient, easy-to-use manner. 

Made from strong nylon backing with elastic 

loops sized to hold Loon containers securely. 

Strong plastic clip attaches to a D-ring or other 

handy spot. Medium caddy holds a tub of Easy 

Dry or Top Ride.  

LOT FC-M 

Large Caddy  

The Large Caddy is the combination of the small and 

medium caddies. Now Aquel and Top Ride, or any 

combination of 1/2 oz and 2 oz Loon Products are 

together for easy use. 

Features: 

- Holds 1/2 and 2 oz bottles securely, Made with extra 

strengthen nylon, Attaches to vest with clip  

LOT FC-L 

U.V. PRODUCTS 

 

Loon UV Nano Light  

Small enough to carry in the field, yet 

powerful enough to use at the bench. 

The Nano Light can be stored in a wader 

or shirt pocket for curing Loon’s UV Knot 

Sense or UV Wader Repair, but is also an 

excellent option as an economical light for 

tyers just getting started with using UV resins. 

One AAA battery included. 

LOT UVL6101 

U.V. Knot Sense 

A liquid polyurethane knot dressing that cures in seconds when 

exposed to direct sunlight. Strengthens and smoothes leader and 

backing knots upon application. An 

excellent on-stream head cement to 

repair damaged flies. Contains no toxic 

solvents.  

1/2-ounce tube. 

LOT UVKS 

UV Wader Repair 

A revolutionary award winning patch material that cures with UV 

light. You’ll never again have to end your day of fly fishing just 

because there’s a rip in your waders. Simply apply the liquid 

polyurethane polymer to the torn area, 

allow a minute or two for curing, and 

get back in the water. Contains no toxic 

solvents. Dries tack free. 

LOT SWP 

 

 

 

FLY FISHING ACCESSORIES 

Nocturnal Headlamp 

The Nocturnal Headlamp is designed for the angler who 

doesn’t want to be confined by the schedule of the sun. 

Using the red light function is easy on the eyes of both the 

wearer and his or her fishing buddies. The best part is that 

the built-in battery is rechargeable using a Micro USB cable 

(included), ensuring that you’re always ready to go and that 

batteries stay out of land fills. 

LOT NHL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biostrike Putty 

A biodegradable strike indicator putty developed and patented by 

Loon Outdoors. One-third the density of water, Biostrike floats high 

and won’t become waterlogged. The putty is very moldable when 

warm, but hardens and adheres securely when it hits cold water. 

You can easily add or subtract Biostrike to adapt to 

changing conditions. Biostrike is also reusable, 

so a tub lasts a long time.  

Available in:  

 Pink 

 Yellow 

 Orange 

 50/50 Yellow/Pink.  

1-ounce tub.  

LOT BIO 

Deep Soft Weight 

Made with non-toxic tungsten, not lead, so waterfowl get a break. 

Convenient putty form lets you adjust the 

amount of weight. When warm, Deep Soft 

Weight is pliable and easy to use. Simply hold 

your line tight, and with your fingers roll a 

hunk of putty into a cigar shape on your line. It 

will harden and secure in place immediately 

on hitting cold water. Reusable Deep Soft 

weight won’t crimp your tippet and won’t hang 

up in rocks, thus sparing you the loss of a 

favorite fly.  

Try Deep Soft Weight once and you’ll never use split shot again.  

1-ounce tub.  

LOT DSW 
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Sink Fast Line Cleaner 

SINK FAST fly-line cleaner is designed specifically for 

sinking lines and saltwater lines. SINK FAST is a non-

toxic water based silicone product that cleans, 

lubricates and protects fly lines from UV damage. 

Unlike other cleaners, SINK FAST is not hydrophobic 

and will actually improve sinking line performance. 

Simply spray on a clean cloth and wipe the line down. 

No buffing or time is required to set and the product 

can be used directly on the water. 2 oz. Spray bottle. 

LOT SF 

Stream Line Water Base Line Lube 

1/2 oz. tube, water-based line lube for use on the 

stream when you can’t wait for solvents to dry. 

LOT SL 

Loon Line Cleaning Tool 

Made from a sheepskin pad glued to hinged 

wood, the Loon Line Tool allows you to put 

enough pressure on your line to clean it 

thoroughly. 

LOT LT 

Line Speed 

A blend of silicones, surfactants, cleaners, conditioners 

and sunscreen. Cleans your line, fills in imperfections, 

makes it slicker and protects against the effects of the 

sun. Loon is the only company to put sunscreen in a 

line cleaner; since we don’t make fly lines, we want to 

make yours last longer. 1-ounce flip-top dispenser.  

LOT LS 

Line Up Kit 

Both Line Speed Reconditioner and the 

Loon Line Tool at a great low price. 

LOT LU 

Reel Lube 

Developed for use with fine fly reels, but also excellent 

for firearms. A synthetic oil combined with 

Fluorocarbon and Hydrostop, an outstanding water 

repellent, Reel Lube gives you the best combination of 

lubrication and water resistance to prevent rust and 

friction damage. 1/2-ounce flip-top container.  

LOT RL 

Snake River Mud 

A biodegradable leader sink paste developed for the South Fork 

and the Henry’s Fork of the Snake River, and for spring creek 

fishing in Idaho and Montana. Created to help your leader break 

through the water’s surface without spooking wary fish. Snake River 

Mud sinks your leader but not your dry flies. Also 

helps nymphs and wet flies sink faster. Just dab a 

little Mud on your fingers and rub along the first 

few feet of your tippet when fishing dry flies. Will 

not discolor your tippet and odor-masking 

pheromones will hide your scent.  1/4-ounce flip-

top tub.  

LOT SRM 

Up & Down Kit 

-Aquel Premium Floatant & Henry’s Sinket Agent. 

LOT UD 

 

Stanley's Ice-Off Paste  

A non-toxic de-icing agent for fly lines and guides. 

Apply to guides and fly lines to help prevent icing 

over. If you like fishing in cold weather, you need 

Stanley’s Ice-Off Paste.  

1/2-ounce tub.  

LOT IOP 

Loon Outdoors Tip Topper Yarn Strike Indicators 

Synthetic glo-yarn strike indicators with o-ring 

attachments for easy placement.  

Available in Orange 3/pkg, and Yellow 3/pkg. 

LOT SI-O 

LOT SI-Y 

WEIGHT BY SIZE IN GRAMS, NOT TO SCALE 

TIN WEIGHTS, NON-TOXIC, REUSABLE  

These non-toxic, tin weights are coated with a durable matte 

finish that both adds to longevity and keeps the weight from 

sliding on the line. 

 

The subtle mottled texture won’t scare spooky fish the way that 

glossy weights will. The double-cut design makes these weights 

easily adjustable and truly re-usable, as they don’t require a 

special tool to open them and remove them from the leader. 

 

FEATURES:  

 Non-gloss matte black coating 

 Textured finish to prevent slipping 

 Double cut for easy re-use and adjustment 

 Easy-to-use twist dispenser 

 

HOW TO USE: Choose your desired size (weight) and attach to 

your leader by squeezing with forceps. To remove and/or move 

to a different position on your leader squeeze the backside of the 

DROPS with your forceps, move or put back into the container. 

 

BLACK DROPS—BIG WATER 

4 compartment  

SSG, BB, SA, AAA. 

LOT BD-F7132 

 

 

 

BLACK DROPS—SKINNY WATER 

4 compartment 

BB, No. 1, No. 4, No. 6. 

LOT BD-F7133 
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FLY TYING 

Applicator Bottles 

Empty applicator bottles work best with Loon’s 

head cements and finishes, but will 

accommodate other products as well.  

LOT AB 

Hard Head Fly Finish 

A water-based, polyurethane formula for building colorful, glossy 

heads and bodies on your favorite fly 

patterns. One component replaces messy 

epoxies in most applications. Odorless 

formula makes it easy to work with. 1 oz. 

with applicator brush. Dries hard with a 

high gloss finish. Available in black and 

clear. 

LOT HH 

Water Based Head Cement System 

Developed for fly-tiers sensitive to solvent 

odors. It’s fast penetrating, quick-drying, 

nonflammable polyurethane emulsion contains 

no solvents. Dries clear and water-proof, stays 

flexible yet tough. An excellent choice when 

working with plastic bodies or ribs than can be 

attacked by solvent-based cements. System: 1-

ounce bottle with 20 gauge needle applicator. 

LOT WBHCS 

Water Based Head Cement 1 oz. Bottle 

Developed for fly-tiers sensitive to solvent odors. It’s 

fast penetrating, quick-drying, nonflammable 

polyurethane emulsion contains no solvents. Dries 

clear and water-proof, stays flexible yet tough. An 

excellent choice when working with plastic bodies or 

ribs than can be attacked by solvent-based cements. 

Cement: 1-ounce bottle with bodkin applicator. 

LOT FHCWB 

Water Based Thinner 

LOT TR-WB 

 

 

Soft Head Fly Finish 

-Similar to Loon’s Soft body epoxy but 

requires no mixing. 

-Water based.  

Clear 

LOT SHFF-CL 

Swax High or Low Tack 

Loon makes both high tack and low tack Swax, which 

allows you to adjust tack to suit your fly-tying needs. 

High tack works best with flies requiring a higher build

-up of dubbing, such as steelhead or salmon flies. Low 

tack has proven superior for fine detailed work done 

on small flies. Both Swax formulas contain odor-

masking pheromones to eliminate human odor.  

1/2-ounce in push-up container. 

LOT SHT 

LOT SLT 

Bench Kit 

Sampler for fly tiers: 

-Head cement system water based with needle applicator. 

-Swax high tack dubbing wax. 

-Swax low tack dubbing wax. 

-Hard Head fly finish, water based, black. 

-Hard Head fly finish, water based, clear. 

LOT BK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UV FLY FINISH COLORS 

UV Fly Finish is the colored 

companion to UV Clear Fly Finish 

and does exactly what you want it 

to do: instantly provide color and 

complexity to your flies.  

The “Hot” colors are perfect for 

adding hot spots and trigger 

points, providing a subtle glow.  

Lighter colors offer a life-like 

translucence, presenting the 

opportunity to build flies with a 

depth that couldn’t be achieved 

otherwise. For best results, mix 

before using and apply in thin 

coats. SAME VISCOSITY AS THIN, WARM SYROP. 

STATE COLOR AND CODE WHEN ORDERING 
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UV Clear Fly Finish—KIT 

Includes: UV Power Light, 

1/2 ox. UV Clear Fly 

Finish: Thick, Thin, Flow. 

LOT UV-KIT 

Fluorescing UV Clear Fly Finish 

Fluorescing UV Clear Fly Finish performs 

just like UV Clear Fly Finish Flow, and 

takes the UV light that is available 

underwater and reflect it as a color more 

visible to fish 

Features: 

Ultra-thin UV-curing resin 

Allows infinite work time 

Cures instantly when exposed to UV light 

Cures hard and clear 

Can be used as head cement replacement 

Includes brush applicator 

Directions for use: 

Apply Fluorescing UV Clear Fly Finish to fly while indoors or 

shaded from the sun. Use applicator and/or rotating vise to form 

into the ideal shape. Expose to sun light or use Loon’s UV Mini 

Lamp or UV Power Light to cure. In direct sun (or when using 

Loon’s UV Mega Light or UV Power Light) hardening should take 

approximately 15 seconds. 

VISCOSITY: 1/10 (Water) 

LOT UVCFF-FL 

Fly Tying Needle Replacements 

Replacement Needles for all of Loon’s UV curing resins, a well as 

the WB Head Cement and WB Head Finish systems. 

Features: 

Tapered needles prevent clogging—UV blocking—Compatible with 

all Loon tying cements and resins 

Available in: 

LOT NR-XS – Red (25G) – Flow Only 

LOT NR-S – Blue (22G) – Best with Thin 

LOT NR-M – Pink (20G) – Thick or Thin  

LOT NR-L – Green (18G) – Best with Thick 

LOT NR-XL – Grey (16G) – Thick Only 

 

Loon UV Bench Light  

This powerful UV light is perfect for curing 

Loon’s UV resins. A push button on/off and 

a powerful beam makes quick 

work of curing Loon’s UV resins. 

One AA battery included. 

LOT UVL6102 

 

 

 

UV Clear Fly Finish Flow 

The thinnest UV resin available from Loon, 

Flow is thin enough to work as a head 

cement replacement, but strong enough to 

coat heads, bodies and midges. Cures within 

seconds when exposed to Loon’s UV Mega 

Light or UV Power Light. 

Features: 

Ultra-thin UV-curing resin 

Allows infinite work time 

Cures instantly when exposed to UV light 

Cures hard and clear 

Can be used as head cement replacement 

Includes brush applicator 

VISCOSITY: 1/10 (Water) 

LOT  UVC-FL5 (1/2 oz.) 

2 Ounce bottle 

LOT UVC-FL2 (2 oz.) 

UV Clear Fly Finish Thin 

With less viscosity than the original, UV Clear 

Fly Finish Thin is perfect for delicate 

applications, going on thin without sacrificing 

curing speed and strength. It can be used to 

make smaller heads, bodies or wing cases, or 

to make coat a small thread head… the 

possibilities are endless. 

Features: 

New UV Blocking application needles 

New Taper-Tip needle prevents clogs 

VISCOSITY: 4/10 (Warm Syrup) 

LOT UVC-TN5 (1/2 oz.) 

LOT UVC-TN2 (2 oz.) 

UV Clear Fly Finish Thick 

UV Clear Fly Finish is for those who believe 

“five minutes to cure is five minutes too long.” 

No mixing or waiting is required, and it 

remains workable until exposed to direct 

sunlight or Loon’s UV Power Light or UV 

Mega Light, at which point it will cure in a 

matter of seconds. The possibilities are 

endless! 

Features: 

New UV Blocking application needles 

VISCOSITY: 8/10 (Honey) 

LOT UVC-TK5 (1/2 oz.) 

LOT UVC-TK2 (2 oz.) 

Loon UV Infiniti Light 

USB RECHARGEABLE—HIGH POWERED 

Dying batteries are bad news for tyers. When 

batteries start to die resins don’t cure like they should, and when 

they completely die they end up in the recycling bin, or worse, a 

land fill. The UV Infiniti Light is good news for tyers. The 

most powerful light Loon’s ever offered is also 

rechargeable, making it the most 

environmentally conscious light on the 

market. Powerful enough for professional 

tyers and rechargeable using a standard 

USB cable, this is the light without limits.  

LOT UVL6103 

UV FLY TYING PRODUCTS 
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LOON OUTDOORS UV PLASMA LIGHT 

 

 

DESCRIPTION 

The ultimate UV-curing light. 

Designed to provide a faster, stronger, 

more tack-free cure on all of Loon's UV 

resins, the UV Plasma Light is for tyers who 

demand the best. It is powered by a 18650 

battery and is rechargeable using the in-

cluded micro USB cable. The larger body 

allows for beefed-up components and a 

second chip, making for unmatched curing 

power. 

 

 

3X MORE POWEFUL 

 Switch on the UV Plasma Light and you'll notice a substantial difference.  

 The larger body of the UV Plasma light houses beefed up components and a second chip set.  

 We have found this to be at least three times as powerful as any other light that we tested. 

FEATURES 

 Unmatched power  

 Rechargeable using USB cable (included) 

 Uses 1 18650 battery (included) 

 On/Off switch indicates power level 

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY 

LOT UVL6104 
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TFO FLY BOXES 

 

 

SINGLE-SIDED, SLIT FOAM, MAGNETIC CLOSURE 

TFO MED. MAGNET LATCH, SLIT FOAM, 155X90X22MM 

Holds 144 flies. 

FB HM-M 

TFO SMALL MAGNET LATCH, SLIT FOAM, 135X85X20MM 

Holds 110 flies. 

FB HM-S 

 

 

TFO X-LG MAGNET LATCH, SLIT FOAM, 225X140X28MM 

Holds 261 flies. 

FB HM-XL 

TFO LARGE MAGNET LATCH, SLIT FOAM, 185X125X24MM 

Holds 192 flies. 

FB HM-L 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SINGLE-SIDED, 12 COMPARTMENT FLY BOXES 

 

TFO 12 COMPARTMENT CLEAR FLY BOX 186X130X27MM 

FB HCL-12 

TFO 12 COMPARTMENT CLEAR FLY BOX 156X106X24MM 

FB HC-12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SINGLE-SIDED, LONG COMPARTMENT FLY BOXES 

These Long Compartment boxes are ideal for Articulated Streamers & 

Pike Flies. 

TFO 4 COMPARTMENT CLEAR FLY BOX 186X130X27MM 

FB HCL-4 

TFO 3 COMPARTMENT CLEAR FLY BOX 156X106X24MM 

FB HC-3 
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TFO KNOTLESS TAPERED LEADERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Z NL9—2X, 3X, & 4X

-2X/7.5lb, 3X/5.9lb, 4X/4.9lb

-Available in 9’

-Soft, supple nylon tapered 9’ leader

TFO KNOTLESS TAPERED 9’ LEADERS

Z NL9/3—2X, 3X, 4X

-2X/7.5lb, 3X/5.9lb, 4X/4.9lb

-Available in 9’, 3/PKG.

-Soft, supple nylon tapered 9’ leader

TFO KNOTLESS TAPERED 9’ LEADERS

3 / PACKAGE—SAVE ON 3 PACKS!
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TFO PROFESSIONAL III SERIES 

The Pro III was designed to provide new and intermediate anglers a tool with a wider sweet spot to allow casters to better feel the rod 

load, understand when it isn’t properly loaded and refine these steps so as to properly place a fly in front of a fish. It has evolved from 

the previous models to offer anglers of all skill levels, a casting improvement tool at an incredible value. 

 

With over 20 years of building rods in this category, the Pro III has a confirmed lineage of success and happy anglers. We have 

modernized it and styled it in a way to fit the modern angling scene while keeping the performance and efficiency true to its past. The 

Pro III series rods are a moderate action taper, which is both easy to load and cast while being powerful enough to confidently land fish. 

 

Pro III single-handed rods feature premium cork grip handles with EVA foam accents and anodized aluminum reel seats, with both full 

and carbon fiber inserts. The rods are topped with appropriately sized SiC style stripping guides and double-foot, anodized snake 

guides. Available from a small water 3-weight to a popular big fish style 8-weight. All Pro III rods are packaged in a labeled rod sock 

and rod tube. 

 

The Pro III series delivers exceptional casting performance and efficiency that when combined with TFO’s full lifetime warranty make 

them the perfect choice for anglers seeking an attractive, skill refining tool.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT HANDLE 

TFO P3 763-4C 7’6” 3 Wt. 4 pc. 2.6 Oz. A 

TFO P3 804-4C 8’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.7 Oz. A  

TFO P3 864-4C 8’6” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 Oz. A 

TFO P3 865-4C 8’6” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 Oz. A 

TFO P3 904-4C 9’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 Oz. A 

TFO P3 905-4C 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 Oz. A 

TFO P3 906-4C 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 Oz. A 

TFO P3 908-4C 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 4.2 Oz. B 

 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  

TFO ROD & REEL CASES 

See page 43 
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TFO DELUXE PROFESSIONAL III 4PC FLY ROD PACKAGE 

TFO PROFESSIONAL III 4PC FLY ROD PACKAGES INCLUDE: 

 TFO PROFESSIONAL III 4 PIECE FLY ROD,  4WT. TO 8WT. 

 CNC MACHINED TFO NV FLY REEL 

 REEL IS SPOOLED LEFT HAND WITH 20# DACRON 

BACKING, TFO SPECIAL DELIVERY WF FLOATING FLY LINE  

& TFO 9’ 3X LEADER 

 TFO SINGLE 4PC ROD & REEL CASE 

 SPARE SPOOLS ARE AVAILABLE (Not Included) 

TFO Professional III Packages are available in the following models: 

MODEL LENGTH LINE WEIGHT PIECES WEIGHT NV REEL: SPOOLED WITH 20# BACKING, LINE & LEADER 

TFO P3 804-4 8’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.7 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF4F  9’ 3X 

TFO P3 864-4 8’6” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 2.9 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF4F 9’ 3X 

TFO P3 904-4 9’0” 4 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF4F 9’ 3X 

TFO P3 865-4 8’6” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.0 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF5F 9’ 3X 

TFO P3 905-4 9’0” 5 Wt. 4 pc. 3.2 oz. NV 1 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF5F 9’ 3X 

TFO P3 906-4 9’0” 6 Wt. 4 pc. 3.4 oz. NV 2 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF6F 9’ 3X 

TFO P3 908-4 9’0” 8 Wt. 4 pc. 4.2 oz. NV 3 SPECIAL DELIVERY WF8F 9’ 3X 

 

TFO NV Fly Reels (Spare Spools are available) 

MODEL DESCRIPTION  

TFR NV1 TFO NV 1 - LA 3/5 Fly Reel 

TFR NV2 TFO NV 2 - LA 5/7 Fly Reel 

TFR NV3 TFO NV 3 - LA 7/9 Fly Reel 

 w w w . t f o r o d s . c a  

TFO PROFESSIONAL III 4 PIECE FLY ROD 

 


